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Most of the nation will set
clocks forward one hour Sun-
day as Daylight Saving Time
again goes into effect.
The change will take place
at 2 a.m. Sunday and will
remain in effect for eight
months in most of the coun-
try•
Two states and portions of
three others will not observe
the changeover.
Congress put the nation on
10 straight months of
daylight time last year as an
energy conservation
measure. The nation swit-
ched to standard time last
Oct. 27 for the four winter
months.
In Our 96th Year Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon February 21, 1975
Diane Drake, seated left, of the Alpha Omicron Pi sorority at Murray State University,
discusses the plans for the annual Heart Sunday Door-To-Door campaign in Murray from 1:00
p. m. to 5:00 p. m. on Sunday, February 23, with other sorority members, left to right, seated,
Georgia Hillerman, Alpha Delta Pi, Janie Logan, Alpha Gamma Delta, standing, Betty Veatch,
Kappa Delta, Ubby Moreton, Alpha Sigma Alpha, and Anne Erwin, Sigma Sigma Sigma.
Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon
Volunteers WM-Collect Fortleart-Fund-thr-Sunday
Sunday, February 23, will be
Heart Sunday. This event is the
high point of the local Heart
Fund Drive, which is conducted
during the month of February
Miss Diane Drake, a senior
pre-dental major from
Louisville, a member of Alpha
Omicrom Pi Sorority and a
representative of the
Panhellenic Council, Murray
State University, has been
chosen as this year's Heart
Sunday Chairman,
Miss Drake has announced
that members of the
Panhellenic Council and
members of sororities and
fraternities of M. S. U. will be
making a door-to-door cam-
paign in Murray, from 1:00 p.
m. to 5 p. m. to make this
collection. "If a volunteer finds
no One at home, they will leave a
Dr. Lackey Promoted
To Regional Position
Dr. Hecht Lackey, former
coordinator of the Murray-
Calloway Comprehensive Care
Center, has been promoted to
the position of District Director
for Program Planning and




Feb. 1, will leave Dr. Lackey
responsible for direct program
planning and evaluation, review
of programs, development and
maintenance of a needs
assessment systems and
ructruaCk 3ysiern,
according to Dr. Charles
McArthur, executive director of
the regional center, who an-
nounced the promotion.
Dr. Lackey came to the
Western Kentucky center from
Athens, Ga., where he served as
Weather Forecast
Increasing cloudiness and not
as cold tonight with lows in the
mid to upper 30s, Mostly cloudy
and a little warmer with a
chance of showers Saturday.
Highs in the upper 50s to low
Sit. Winds southeasterly 10 to
15 miles per hour tonight. The
outlook for Sunday: cloudy with
a chance of rain. Precipitation
chances are 30 per cent Satur-
day.
an administrative speelalist
and research associate with the
Regional Institute of Social
Welfare Research, at the
University of Georgia.
He is a native of Henderson,
and graduated from Henderson
High School. He received his
bachelor's degree in psychology
from Southwestern at Mem-
phis; Master's degree in
psychology from the University
of Georgia and Ph.D. degree in
counseling from the University
of Georgia in August, 1973.
He has a wide range of ex-.v i irnue in research aria
clinical training, and has also
written publications for the
Catalogue of Selected
Documents in Psychology and
the Journal of Community'
Psychology .
He has served as center
coordinator in Murray for the
past 15 months. Dr. Lackey, his
wife JoDee and three children
live at Route One, Farmington.
The promotion was an-
nounced today by Dr. McAr-
thur, in addition to the
promotions of David Aycock,
promoted to the District
Director for Administration,
and Jolly J. Freeman,
promoted to the position of




in which a contribution may be
sent conveniently to Heart Fund
Headquarters during the next
few days," said Miss Drake.
Miss Drake reminds local
citizens that Calloway County
has a record of running above
the national average in the
amount of deaths due to heart
and blood vessel diseases. In
1974 the number of deaths at-
tributed to this No. 1 killer in
Murray and Calloway County
stands at 50 per cent.
Collection in the county on
Heart Sunday will be done by
local citizens. They will also be
handing out literature and
asking for donations to this very
worthwhile drive. The following
people will work as Heart




U. S. Congressman Carron
Hubbard of Kentucky today
announced that the West
Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corp I WKRECC),
headquartered in Mayfield, will
receive a $1.114 million loan at
five per cent interest from the
federal rural electric
association. The borrower will
obtain supplemental financing
from the National Rural
Utilities Cooperative Finance
Corp.
The purpose of the loan is to
finance service for 1,400 ad-
ditional consumers, finance 62
miles of distribution lines and
finance system improvements.
WKRECC serves the counties
of Calloway, Graves, Carlisle,
Hickman, Livingston and
Marshall. John Edit Walker of
Mayfield is manager of the
cooperative.
Kirksey — Mrs. Max D. Hurt;
Penny — Mrs. Rudy Lovett;
New Concord — Mrs. Darrell
Mitchell; New Providence —
Mrs. Anton Herndon; Cold-
water — Mrs. Adrian Cloys and
Mrs. Roy Story with teen-agers
from the Coldwater Church of
Christ; Almo Heights and High-
way — Mrs. Joseph Keeslar and
Mrs. Willard Alls with teen-
agers from the Alm Church of
Christ; Pine Bluff Shores —
Mrs. Jake Claxton and Mrs.
Joseph Gertzen; Lynnhurst
Resort — Mrs. Laverne Carter
and Mrs. G. C. Dorman; Dexter
—Mrs. Willis F. Pritchett, Mrs.
Tommy Lee, Mrs. Samuel C.
Puckett, and Mrs. Homer
Elkins; Lynnwood Subdivision
and New Concord Road — Mrs.
Wayne Wilson.
Cherry Corner — Mrs. Ike
Grogan; Stella — Mrs. Dorothy
Kernell, Robin Orten, and
Suzanne Orten ; Mayfield High-
way — Marilyn Thornton; New
Providence and Locust Grove
Road — Mrs. Danny Pittman
and Mrs. Grundy Falwell; East
Highway and Irvin Cobb Road
(See Heart Fund, Page 12f
15' Per Copy 2 Sections-----28—Pages
Hospital Board Divided
On Expansion Proposal
A rapidly growing separation
between elected officials and
appointed ones was squelched
at least temporarily by a motion
to adjourn at the regular




about in the process of trying to
make a decision as to the next
step to be taken in the proposed
expansion of the present
hosptial.
Pat Kerr, of Gresham & Kerr,
John Keeling Associates ar-
chitects, was present at the
meeting to present again the
Master Plan developed by his
firm for the hospital's ex-
pansion needs for several years
to come.
The next step towards the
continuation of the expansion
plans would have been to
contract with the Keeling firm
to complete the programming
phase of the plans, which would
include actual dimensions of
proposed expansions.
However, Mayor John Scott
and County Judge Robert 0.
Miller began to question the
value and advisability of ac-
cepting on face value the ar-
chitect's presentations.
The main problem, according
to Scott, is that the plans have
just recently undergone a major
change through no decision of
the board. The plans had called
for a separate building for
extended care facilities, but
were changed suddenly to move
the facilities into the main
hospital, without consulting the
board.
The proposition from Judge
Miller was to hire another ar-
chitect, let him do the same
thing that the Keeling firm has
done, and let the board choose
which plan it favors.
It was the feeling of the ap-
pointed members of the board,
however, that such a move
would be costly and time-
consuming to the board and that
the plans of the current ar-
chitect should be accepted, and
the next step in the expansion
begun.
The rapidly-growing
argument was killed for the
time being by a motion to ad-
journ, due to the lateness of the
hour. The adrournrnent came
with no decision whatsoever
reached by the board, and
presumably, the matter will he
taken up at the next meeting.
In other action at the meeting,
the financial report for the
hospital showed a profit for the
hospital of $23,000 for the last
month, including a loss by the
convalescent division of $10,000.
Administrator Stuart Poston
explained that the number of
patients is down to ten in the
convalescent division.
Mayor Scott also expressed
concern over this item this
morning, saying that he cannot
understand why the patient load
is down from about 25 to 10 in
such a short time.
Hospital chief of Staff
Richard Hutson explained at
the meeting that due to poor
conditions at the convalescent
hospital, physicians are not
admitting their patients there,
and families are requesting
facilities elsewhere. The
building has been condemned
by state fire marshals, and
proposed expansion plans
called for the razing of the
structure.
The committee for
nominating new officers of the
board reported at Thursday's
meeting, recommending Jim'-----The state board will meet
Garrison as the new chairman, again on March 5, and approval
John Scott as vice-chairman, of the expansion and 20-bed
and Hazel Beale as treasurer_ ECU is expected.
Members will vote on the
nominations at the next
meeting.
Approval of an application to
the State Certificate of Need
and Licensure Board for 20 beds
in the extended care facility of
the proposed expansion was
called a "mere formality" by
Judge Miller at last night's
meeting. The application was
changed to take out 40 more
acute beds for the time being
until the remainder of the ap-
plication is approved for the
board, because there was some
doubt as to the approval of more
acute beds, and the board felt
that this might slow up approval
of the rest of the project.
urray Ovdans honored IGA Stores businessmen at the meeting Thursday evening. IGA
Stores contreauted groceries worth $300 which the Civitans gave to fourteen needy families.
Pictured, left to right, are John James, Jimmie Edwards, and David Smotherman of IGA Stores,
with Reiman Wilson, Murray Civitan, second from right, who supervised the delivery of the
groceries by the Civitans.
Easter Seal-Committee Appointed By Dr. Jacks
A six-member Calloway
County Easter Seal campaign
committee has been appointed
by Dr. Uoyd Jacks, county
chairman, to assist in the an-
nual drive to raise money to
help children and adults crip-
pled by many causes.
Named by Jacks, who is an
associate professor of
agriculture at Murray State
University, are:
J. Matt Sparkman, retired
vice-president for student af-
fairs at Murray State,
treasurer; Max Brandon, vice-
president of the Peoples Bank of
Murray, and Joe Pat James,
field representative of the
Retail Credit Co., of Murray,
special gifts co-chairmen;
Dwain McIntosh, assistant
director of information and
public services at Murray State,
publicity chairman; Charlie
Lassiter, director of pupil
personnel for Calloway County
schools, school safety chair-
man; and Mrs. Tonya Young,
assistant director of housing
and adviser of the Residence
Hall Planning and Advisory
Board at Murray State, special
events chairwoman.
Jacks, who is heading the
county drive for the fourth
successive year, said he is
"grateful for the willingness of
those who have been named to
devote time and energy to
helping those struck by
misfortune." He said several
special projects are planned
during the course of the cam-
paign from Feb. 24 through
Easter Sunday, March 30.
Noting that campus groups at
Murray State will be involved in
some of the key special events
projects, Jacks said the names
of students serving as
organizers will be announced
when the dates for the projects
are released.
"People who have accepted
responsibilities in the campaign
in past years have found, as I
have, that it is a satisfying
experience," Jacks said. "It's a
good feeling to know that you
are helping handicapped people
lead productive lives through
the special care and treatment
made possible by Easter Seal
dollars."
Contributions made during
the past three years have been
the highest for Calloway County
in the 52-year history of the
Kentucky Easter Seal Society.
according to Jacks. He said
people in the county contributed
almost $4,700 in 1974.
"Our approach will be as it
has been in past years,- Jacks
added, -as we set no specific
goals for dollar amounts. In-
stead, we merely depend on the
proven generosity of the people
of Calloway County to con-
tribute to a wonderful cause."
Fran Curd, head football
coach at the University of
Kentucky, is the state chairman
of the Easter Seal drive in
Kentucky this year.
Don Keller Takes Bicycle Mini-Tour On Natchez Trace
By JUNE KELLER
Guest Writer
In this era of packaged tours
and organized group travel,
there is still an individual way
to go. One enterprising
businessman from Murray, set
his own pace on a mini-vacation
on the Natchez Trace Parkway.
Don Keller, owner of JG
Chemists and Dipper's Delight,
followed the 'Kaintuck' boat-
men of the late lath century on a
historic path but with a 20th
century update. By auto from
Murray to Tupelo, Miss., and
then by sweat and sore muscles
on a 10-speed bicycle.
The cycle tour combined
challenge and charm. The latter
attributed to the history and
scenery of the Natchez Trace,
the foemer a test of endurance.
Experts credit a good cyclist
with a daily run of 50 miles, and
twice that mileage for veterans
of cycle tours. Following a
morning drive from Murray to
Tupelo, Keller covered 30 miles
the first day, and logged 60
miles each on the second and
third days.
The Natchez Trace Parkway,
when completed, will follow for
approximately 450 miles the
original frontier road through
Tennessee, Alabama and
Mississippi. from Nashville to
Natchez.
Keller selected the 160 mile
stretch from Tupelo to Jackson
for his excursion. Maps and
Information were obtained at
the Tupelo Visitor Center by the
rider and his wife, Lois, who
planned to motor ahead of the
cyclist.
The role of a wife on such an
adventure is vital, according to
Keller, if you area middle-aged
untested cycle tourist. She
should drive ahead scouting for
high hills or other adversaries
"Later in the afternoon, Lois
had to check out the motels for
overnight stops to be sure that
they had bathtubs," he said.
-This cyclist desperately
needed a tub for soaking my
aching body. And, for my wife
to mix a drink or two for me to
sip while I was submerged."
On a macabre note, he added
that having his wife pace him in
the car was necessary since the
insurance policy "required a
body for reimbursement",
But back to the Natchez TI,ace
LParkway, which is ad-
ministered by the National
Park Service. An eXcellent two-
lane road, with no truck traffic
permitted, it is appropriate for
bike travel as is runs through
gentle rolling hills and
flatlands.
Three campgrounds are
located along the Parkway and
ample picnic areas. Other
overnight accomodations are
available in nearby towns. The
Keller's stayed at motels in
Houston and Kosciusko, Miss.
Since summer is very hot and
humid in this area, Keller chose
early winter as the time for his
outing when weather is more
moderate for strenuous ac-
tivity. During the three-day trip
the days were clear and sunny
with temperatures ranging
from the 30's in the morning to
the high 50's in the late af-
ternoon.
He rated the mint-trip
pleasant for the pastoral beauty
of the scenery, pine forests and
cotton fields. There wefe a
number of well-identified
nature traits for hikes, wayside
exhibits and historical markers.
Traffic was tight and Mr' the
most part considerate of the
cyclist. He cini-edefilt that-the
second day took its physical toll,
and he pushed the We WAWA'S_
with aching legs.
One of the country's most
historic roads, the Natchez
Trace dates into antiquity
according to archeological
discoveries of the Indian burial
mounds. This predates the
period when the Natchez,
Choctaw and Chickasaw tribes
occupied the land. Later
French, Spanish and British
traders and explorers widened
the Indian -footpath into a
wilderness trail.
Late in the 18th century, the
Ohio and Kentucky fron-
tiersmen floated products for
trade down the Mississippi to
Natchez and New Orleans. The
return trip was by horse—or
more often by foot—on the 450
mile boatmen's trail from
Natchez to Nashville.
President Jefferson
authorized mail routes along
the Trace, and the subsequent
traffic made the frontier road
one of the busiest in the then
southwest frontier of the nation.
Today a few sections of the
Old Trace remain along the
paved parkway. However, since'
the rural quality of the area is
preserveet,the National Park
Service it is easy to imagine the
adventures that made tht
—Sra—tehera 'Duce part of the
country's heritage.
Local businessman Don Keller, has found an excellent way to beat the energy shortage.
Kati, who. regulirly rides his bicycle from his +tome on College Farm Road to his two
businesses, Dipper's Delight on Citenut ana Lhertusts on industna1 NOM recently coM-




The Murray Civitan Club paid
a special tribute to three local
businessmen on Thursday
evening.
John James, Jimmie Ed-
wards and David Smotherman,
all IGA Stores management
personnel, were guests of
Murray Civitans for their
generosity in contributing
approximately three hundred
dollars worth of groceries which
Civitans delivered to fourteen
needy families on Saturday,
February 15.
The Civitans making the
deliveries were Reiman Wilson,
J. H. Nix and Hoyt Roberts.
"This is one way that
businessmen can help the
community and in turn
cooperate with a service club
that is also concerned with
community needs," explained
Edwards in behalf of his fellow
workers.
In other action the Murray
Civitan Club approved fifty
dollars of support for a local
family that suffered the loss of
their home and belongings.
Donald Perry of the Physical
Fitness Institute of America
spoke on "Fitness for Busy
People" and encouraged the
consideration of daily fitness
exercises to improve the car-
diovascular system and the
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 22. 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Personal relationships in
excellent favor. Social or
business get-togethers resultful.
You should have a good day.
TAURUS •
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Don't take others—or your-
self—too seriously_ A bit of fun
and frivolity will do wonders for
your morale.
GEMINI 11,91,7/
May 72 to June 21)
Mixed influences. You can
hold your own through
thoughtful management—plus a
dash of imagination. Take
possible changes of plan in
stride.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23)
Ventures which require
considerable study and know-
how should succeed. In personal
relationships, however. some
-clouds" on the horizon stress a
need for tact, discretion.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Under present influences, you
can do a terrific job in
promoting yourself and your
interests. New ideas should
work out well.
VIRGO
( Aug. 21 to Sept. 23)
. Stars favor a new approach to
difficult problems, con-
- solidation of gains made in the
past. Start looking now—for
improved returns.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23 Art
Better than ordinary ad-
vantages for you, but don't
force issues. In all things, look
below the surface. Don't be
taken in by superficialities.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 2/i nt'ett5'
You may have mixed feelings
about some matters, a sense of
confusion. Take sufficient time
to know what is expected of you
and how best to go about it. And
DON'T Worry.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
Indicated now: several
revitalizing how's which you
can use to excellent advantage;
impressive developments by
which you can profit.
Chain
reaction.
ams Long and short Wear-.
them two at a time. Or twenty
two at a titne The more you
wear. the smarter you look. Wear
them plain Or add a pendant
And watch the reaction From
Speidel. C gold-filjed. sterling





incr. 22 to Jan. 20) V
If you take minor annoyances
in stride, as you usually do, you
should enjoy your day. Chosen
goals are nearer. Increased
favors indicated.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Your personal ambitions may
be dependent on some trends
indicated in the day's news.
Adjustments are bound to
follow.
PISCES.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
A day when—y:ou can sit back
and rest on your laurels—with
warm satisfaction. Hours after
noon splendid for social in-
terests.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with great courage
and determination: are
idealistic at heart and
humanitarian in your impulses,
You love to spend money and.
depending on your self-
development, this spending
may take one of two forms: You
could be a great philanthropist
on the one hand or, in your
personal life, recklessly ex-
travagant. You have a real
appreciation of the artistic and
are imbued with friendliness to
one and all. Poised and well-
balanced, you make excellent
statesmen, diplomats,
maritime experts and out-
standing members of many
professions—especially in
literary and other creative
fields. Birthdate of: George
Washington, 1st U.S. President;
Frederic Chopin, composer;
James Russell Lowell and Edna
St. Vincent Millay, Amer.
poets; U.S. Sen. Edward




Mr. and Mrs. James
Lichtenegger, 620 South Ninth
Street, Murray, are the parents
of a baby boy, Stephen Wade,
weighing six pounds 12N
ounces, born on Sunday,
February 16, at 7:28 a. m. at the
Murray-Callowity County
They have two other children,
a daughter, Charlotte Jane, age
five, and a boy, Michael James,
age 2,-(2. The father is the meat
department manager at
Storey's Food Giant in the Bel
. Air Shopping Center.
Maternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Huebel of
Cape Girardeau, Mo., and
paternal grandparents are Mr
and Mrs. Melvin Lichtenegger
of Jackson, Mo. Great grand-
parents are A. T. Lichtenegger
of Jackson, Mo., and Mrs. Clara
Huebel of Cape Girardeau, Mo.
PERSONALS 42
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Carmen D'Angelo of
Murray has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
Mrs. Carolyn Curtis will be in our store Friday -
Saturday, Feb. 21st - 22nd. Have your ears
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Murray Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will meet at
the home of Doris Williams,
Wiswell Road, with Ed
Covington as moderator for the
discussion
Open program on "Young
Families in a Changing En-
vironment" will be held at the
Calloway County Extension
office at ten a.m. Dr. Burt
Coody, family life specialist,
University of Kentucky, will
conduct the special study.
Murray-Calloway County
Board of Realtors will meet at
the Triangle Inn at 11:30 a. m.
Saturday, February 22
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have a luncheon at the club
house at twelve noon with
Mesdames Robert N. Scott,
Huron Jeffrey, Helen Q. Ben-
nett, and Miss Rozella Henry as
hostesses.
Skating party for Grades 3 to
6 of the Memorial Baptist
Church will be held at 8:15 a. m.
Dance for members of
Murray Moose Lodge and their
out of county guests will be from
eight p. m. to midnight at the
lodge hall with music by the
Lynn Copeland Band,
Louisville.
Girl Scout Swim Day will be
held at the MSU Pool with
Brownies at eleven a. m. and
Juniors at noon.
Sunday, February 13
Rev. Manuel Easley and his
Choir from Paris United
Methodist Church will present a
program at Goshen United
Methodist Church at 630 p.m.
Senior recital of Lynn
Harrison, Olney, Ill., soprano,
will be at two p.m. and of Paula
Jo Waggoner, Paducah, piano,
at 3:30 p. m., both at Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center,
MSU.
Wranglers Riding Club will
sponsor a skating party at the
Benton Rink from seven to nine
p.m.
Monday, February 24
University School PTA will
meet at seven p. 171. at the
school gym with the program by
physical education classes,
Theta-DepaW:met—irffiqurray
Woman's Club will meet at
seven p. m. at the club house
with Mesdames Arlie Scott,
Harold Beaman, Ray Brown-
field, and Rudolph Howard as
hostesses. Speech students from
Calloway High will give the
program.
Dinner honoring Clara
Humphrey and Lucy Lilly will
be in the Student Union Building
ballroom, MSU, at 6:30 p. m.
Senior Citizens board meeting





Mrs. Ellen Orr and Mrs. Ilee
Wisehart were the leaders of the
program given at the meeting of
the Cordelia Erwin Circle of the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women held
on Monday, February 10.
"Peace Call To Action" was
the subject of the talk by Mrs.
Wisehart who also led in prayer.
Mrs. Orr led the group in
singing "The Whole World
Lives For Him" and also read
the scripture from Psalms and I
Peter.
The business was conducted
by Mrs. Clara Brandon,
chairman.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Jessie Phillips and Mrs.
Mavis McCarnish to the thirteen
members who joined the






will meet Monday, February 24,
at seven p. m. in the school gym
with the program on "Focus On
Physical Education" to be
pr....ented by students from the
physical education classes
directed by Shirley Wilferd.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Abbott,
co-chairman, will preside and
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Sot. 2:30 til 4:00
"The Daring
Dobermans" (G)
(X)18 or Over Onlyi, All Seats 75'--
4700,AWHOMPAMii0::.
Wedding Planned
Miss Evelyn Sue Tripp
Mr. and Mrs. Windsor Tripp of 806 Bagwell Boulevard, Murray,
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Evelyn Sue, to Roger Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William N. Smith of Welch, West Virginia.
The bride-elect graduated from Murray High School and at-
tended Murray State University. She is presently employed as
bookkeeper for Goodman Sound Corporation, Madisonville.
Mr. Smith is a graduate of Welch High School and is presently
employed in the Tariff Publishing office for Ligon Specialized
Haulers in Madisonville.
The wedding will be solemnized on Wednesday, April 2, at Life
Temple Church, Madisonville, with a reception to follow the
ceremony. Only out of town invitations are being sent and all
friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.
Miss Janet Usrey, Bride-elect,
Honored With Personal Shower
Miss Janet Lee Usrey, whose
marriage to Dale Brian Arnold
will be tonight (Friday) at six
p.m. at the West Fork Baptist
Church, was the honoree at a
delightfully planned personal
shower held Wednesday at
seven p.m. at the Community
Room of the First Federal
Savings and Loan building.
The charming hostesses for




The Guys and Gals East 4-H
Club held its meeting on
Thursday, February 6, at East
Elementary School with the
president, Rita Hendricks,
presiding.
Marilynn Hendricks read the
devotion. Members answered
the roll call by naming a former
U. S. president. The minutes
were read by Bonnie Garner in
the absence of the secretary,
Tonya McCuiston.
Plans for the variety show
were discussed. The new 4-H
book for this year was given to
each member. The president
appointed a telephone com-
mittee.
Songs were sung to be used in
the variety show with Janet
Byerly, junior leader, present
and playing the piano.
The club leader, Mrs. Futrell,
assisted by Ernestine Hen-
dricks, worked with the club on
project selections for the year.
Benjamin Franklin formed
the first volunteer fire depart-
ment in Philadelphia in 1738.
Misses Sherrie Starks, Cathy
Futrell, Cindy Garrison, Patsy
Burkeen, Cheryl Jackson, and
Sharon Beach.
Miss Usrey, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Alvin C. Usrey, chose
to wear a blue pant suit and was
presented a hostesses' gift
corsage of white daisies.
The honoree opened her many
lovely gifts for the guests to
view. Games were played.
Refreshments of individual
white cakes decorated with blue
wedding bells, mints, nuts, and
strawberry punch were served
at the table overlaid with a















( Under Same Management As Capri-Cheri )
*Luxurious Rocker Lounger Seats
*Gigantic Wall To Wall Screen
eTrue High Fidelity Stereo Sound
*Beautiful Floor to Ceiling Drapes




















Reserved Performance 'tickets Now On Sot(







Nc.xt door to Luta s Beauty Shoo
1600 Dodson Five Points
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Mrs. Lucille Ross Speaks
At North Elementary Meet
Mrs. Lucille Ross, Health
Nurse for Calloway County
Schools, was the speaker at the
February meeting of the North
Elementary School Parent-
Teacher Club held in the school
commons area.
The speaker told of the many
services offered to the
elementary groups, all of which




Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hurt of 511
South Seventh Street, Murray,
are vacationing in the Bahama
Islands. This special vacation
with their return on Saturday is
also in celebration of their forty-
fifth wedding anniversary on
Wednesday, February 19.
Mrs. Hurt is the former
Geneva Lawrence and is em-
ployed at Scott Drug. Mr. Hurt
is a retired employee of the
Tappan Company, Murray
Division.
They have one daughter, Mrs.
Harold ( Pat) McReynolds of
Murray, two sons, Larry Hurt of
Murray and Dr. Billy Grey Hurt





About seventy persons at-
tended the Valentine Party and
Dance held for the Rangers and
Rangerettes of the Woodmen of
the World at the WOW Hall,
sponsored by the Tau Phi
Lambda Sorority of the WOW.
The hall was decorated in the
party theme. Games were
played followed by the dance,
and the serving of refreshments
by the counselors and parents —
Jean Richerson, Donna
Garland, Cynthia Hart, Dianne
Lyons, Helen Spann, Larry
Mayfield, Loretta Jobs, -and—
Area Manager Grover Btuitett.
The party was for members
and their guests.
The next meeting will be a
bingo party at the WOW Hall on








We are pleased to an-
nounce that Cindy Colson,
bride-elect of Steve Payne
has selected her Potter,.
China, Crystal, and
Stainless from our com-
plete Bridal Registry.
Cindy and Steve will be




the tests for sight, diabetes,
tuberculosis, hearing, and
growth. She explained why each
test is vital to the welfare of the
child.
Mrs. Ross was introduced by
Billy Miller, vice-president.
The president, Mrs. Greta
Gargus, presided with Mrs.
Toni Jones reading the minutes
and Mrs. Janice Graham giving
the financial report. The room
count was won by Mrs.
Wrather's first grade.
Members voted to have a
small annual sponsored by the
PTC.
The chili supper and variety
show for Saturday, March 1, at
the school was discussed. The
cafeteria will be open from five
to seven p. m. selling hot dogs,
chili, pie, and drinks. The show
will start at seven p.m. with the
admission being fifty cenfs for
adults and twenty-five cents for
children.
Mrs. Sarah Alexander
reported that her committee
could use more acts in the open
show for adults and children in
the area. If anyone would like to
participate in the talent show,
she asked that they call her at
753-1959 after six p. m.
Refreshments were served by
room mothers from the first,
fourth, fifth, and sixth grades.
Alpha Department
To Hold Luncheon
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have a luncheon at the club
house at twelve noon on
Saturday with Richard Hamlin
Darnell as the speaker on
"Combat and Protocol in
Vietnam."
Hostesses will be Mrs. Robert
N. Scott, Mrs. Buron Jeffrey,




Mrs. Mary Ryan and Mrs
Ruth Howard of the Murray
Enaation Association attended
the legislative assembly of KEA
(Kentucky Education
Associationt in Louisville held
last weekend. The purpose of
this assembly was to formulate
educational policies. to be put
into legislative programs for
the biennial.
Both Mrs. Howard and Mrs.
Ryan are elected delegates to
-the annual KEA Convention to
be held in Louisville April 16-18.
Winter breakfast
Brighten breakfast appe
rites on a drizzly and cold
morning vnth a compote of
warm gay fruits and fragrant
hot toast Heat canned f run
cocktail in its syrup. Spoon
into serving dishes and serve
with spiry cinnamon toast
••••••••••••••••••••••
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To Be Married
Miss Ada Sue Hutson
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hutson of Murray announce the engagement
of their daughter, Ada Sue, to Steven Paul Selwitz, son of Mr. and
Mrs. H. P. Selwitz of Williamsville, New York, formerly of
Benton.
Grandparents of Miss Hutson are Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Gibson
and Mrs. N. P. Hutson, all of Murray. Mr. Selwitz's grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Inman of Hardin.
Miss Hutson received her B. S. Degree from Murray State
University in 1972 and her M. A. from the University of Kentucky
in 1974. She is a member of the Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority and is
now teaching at Berea College.
Mr. SelwiU graduated from Murray State University in 1971
and will be a May graduate from the University of Kentucky
College of Dentistry. He is a member of Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity.







virgin wonders if he's
normal
By Abigail Van Buren
11115 ClIsago Tritrunir.11 V Sows S'IsS Wv
DEAR ABBY: I'm 23. male. and still a virgin. I have had _
absolutely no experience with sex Not even a kiss
I didn't even think about it until I was 20. From then on I
kept figuring: "Well, it will happen some day," but now I
have doubts about whether I am "normal" or not.
What is normal, Abby? I'm not bothered by the fact that
my sex drive is rather retarded. I don't think about it very
much, but sometimes I wonder what my first experience will
be like, and it scares me. I know I will be so clumsy and
embarrassed that I will not perform very well and it will be
humiliating.
I have dated a few girls, but as soon as I know a good
night kiss is expected, I cop out.
Please don't say: "Well, if the girl is understanding...." I
suppose a deep relationship could handle this type of thing.
but in a shallow relationship, or a one-night stand, it will be
humiliating for me, I know.
What's wrong with me, Abby? Do I need a shrink? I'm on
a tight budget, and couldn't afford one anyway. Thanks for
your time. NORMAL OR NOT?
DEAR NORMAL: If you think you need a shrink, you
need one—if only to be assured that you don't. A tight
budget is no excuse.'YoUr %cal Mental Health Association
will provide treatment at a price you can afford.
In the meantime, quit worrying about "performance"
When you find a girl you like well enough to kiss, go ahead
and kiss her. The rest will come naturally. Rome wasn't
made in a day. And neither was Florence.
DEAR ABBY: I am a college student, living in olose
quarters with four other male students.
Three of us shower regularly, but one of our residents
does not. tin fact, he seldom brushes his teeth.) We are
repulsed by this character, and upon mentioning this
problem to him, he says it is his body, and we have no
business telling him what to do.
We heartily disagree because we have to suffer because of
his offensive body odor.
We don't know what to do, short of throwing the culprit
into the shower against his will.
We welcome your advice.
DESPERATE IN ARCATA, CAL.
DEAR DESPERATE: Throwing him into the shower
will give you_ only _temporary retie!. Throw Vpi OUT!
DEAR ABBY: My 1 I•year-old son, Dale, has a teacher
I'll call Mr. Authority.
Mr Authority has it in for Dale and picks on him for no
reason at all. It's not only Dale's side of it. All his friends
from school tell me how terrible this teacher is to my boy.
For instance, the other day Mr. Authority said that some
money was missing out of his drawer and he accused Dale of
taking it. Dale felt so terrible being humiliated in front of
the class that he came home and went straight to bed
without even eating supper.
• I would Hite to report Mr. Authority to the school
principal, but hi afraid if I do, this teacher will take it out
on Dale I need to know what to do. DALE'S MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER - Make an appointment to gee Mr.
Authority and have a talk with him If you still feel that he
is being unfair to Dale. then take it up with the principal.
Everyone has a problem. Wbrieg yours? For a permmal
reply. write to ABBY Box No 69700, I..A., Calif 90069.
Enrico, stamped, oelladdrestied envelope, please.
For Abby'. booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
send SI to Abigail Van Buren,.132. Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,





By Miss Herron At Meet
In a lovely setting of by-gone
years, Miss Ann Herron
reviewed a modern, twentieth
century play for members of
Chapter M of P.E.O., Saturday,
February 15, at noon. The
setting was in the home of Mrs.
A. C. LaFollette, luncheon
hostess.
The drama was "The
Prisoner of Second Avenue," by
Neil Simon. Assuming the roles
of Mel and Edna Edison, Miss
Herron presented the struggles
of modern man surviving in a
large city.
In her topic titled "The
Fabric of Drama," Miss Herron
concluded the series of 1974-75
programs with the theme of
"Tapestry of Triumphal
Living."
As an introduction to the play,
which Miss Herron saw per-
formed in Memphis, she stated:
-The basic elements of theatre
and drama are found in every
society, no matter how
primitive or advanced."
Miss Herron, who is Coor-
dinator, Patron Services, at
Murray State University
Library, has had a number of
honors in her profession. In
1970, she was named "Out-
standing Librarian, College and
Reference Section, Kentucky
Library Association." In 1971,
she received the award for
"Outstanding and dedicated
service as Exhibits Chairman,
Kentucky Library
Association."
The Hazel resident has her B.
S. degree from Murray State, a
B. S. in Library Science from
the University of Illinois and
advanced Master's in Library
Science, University of
Michigan. She has had graduate
work in speech and theatre at
Northwestern University, and
graduate library studies at
Columbia and the University of
Denver. She has also had
summer teaching appointments
in several ALA accredited
graduate library schools.
Other than P.E.O., Miss
Herron has memberships in
Beta Phi Mu, Alpha Psi Omega,
Delta Kappa Gamma,
A.A.U.W., several theatre
accoriations and library af-
filiations.
Mrs. Maurice P. Christopher,
president of Chapter M con-
ducted the regular business
meeting following the luncheon.
For part of her devotion, Mrs.
Morgan E. Sisk read from
Matthew 22:36-40. As is
traditional, the 1974-75 officers
were elected for a second term,
with one exception. Mrs. Paul
W. Sturm will serve as
chaplain.
Mrs. Wm. Lloyd Mahan,
member of Chapter F,
Lexington, a former state of-
ficer and a P.E.O. member
since 1945, was a special guest.
She came to Murray at this time
to visit Sigma Alpha Iota at
Murray State, and to attend
Campus Lights for the first
time.
Preceding the luncheon, Mrs.
Olga Freeman asked the
blessing. Mrs. LaFollette was
assisted by Mrs. L. J. Hortin
and Mrs. John C. Quertermous
in serving the following
members: Miss Ann Herron,
Mesdames Olga Freeman,
Alfred Lindsay, Jr., Maurice
Christopher, Paul Sturm,
Morgan Sisk, Hugh L. Oakley
and Mrs. Wm, Mahan.
The next meeting will be
March 3, at 7:30 p.m., at the




A special dance will be held at
the Murray Moose Lodge on
Saturday, February 22, from
eight p. m. to midnight with
music by Lynn Copeland Band
of Louisville.
The dance is for members and
their out of county guests.
VISIT NASHVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Owen
Vinson and daughter, Beth, and
Mrs. Vinson's mother, Mrs.
011ie Workman, were the guests
last weekend of Mrs. Vinson's
sister and Mrs. Workman's
daughter, Mrs. J. W. Burkeen,
Mr. Burkeen, and family of
Nashville, Tenn.
Mrs. Sanderson Honored With
Stork Shower At
Mrs. Robert Sanderson was
honored with a stork shower in
the home of Mrs. Don Nelson.
Hostesses were Mrs. Donnie
Danner, Mrs. Donnie Darden,
and Mrs. Nelson,
Mrs. Sanderson chose to wear
a black, yellow and white
checkered shift accented with a
blue and pink corsage presented
to her by her hostesses. Mrs.
Sanderson's mother-in-law,
Mrs. Voris Sanderson, chose a
lovely red and black pants outfit
accented by a white carnation
corsage.
Guests included Miss Bar-
bara Alexander, Miss Sands
Redden, Miss Janette
Burkeen, Mrs. Jerry Hopper,
Mrs. Ted Delaney, Mrs. Gene
McCutcheon, and Mrs. Rick
Weisman Out of town guests
were Mrs. Dwayne Stroup, Mrs.
James Sanderson and Miss
Tammey Sanderson from
Mayfield. Eleven persons sent
gifts but were unable to attend.
The centerpiece of baby and
blocks was accented by coor-
dinated table cloth, napkins,
cups and plates of pink and
blue. The cake was beautifully
decorated with little blue
booties and served by the
hostesses along with mints,
nuts, and beverages. Pink and
blue streamers decorated the
Gin was developed as a medi-
cine by Franciscus de la Boo in
Holland by distilling spirits in
the presence of juniper berries.
Nelson Home
gift table which was a dressing
table presented to Mrs San-
derson by her hostesses.
Entertaining shower games
were played followed by the
opening of gifts. Guests enjoyed
visiting with Mrs. Sanderson
and each other_ The new arrival
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Washington courtrooms and Western
Kentucky treetops have shared the limelight
in recent weeks, as the "Blackbird War" has
come to roost in headlines and newscasts
across the nation.
The stakes are high and the fighting has
been fierce, with farmers and community
residents seeking to eradicate a costly
menace to their livelihoods and lives on one
side, and wildlife enthusiasts wishing to save
bird lives on the other.
It would be easy to question the importance
of this legal hassling over pasty blackbirds,
especially if one lives in a large city, far
removed from cornfields or filthy roosting
areas. With problems of inflation, unem-
ployment, energy prices and Mideast wars,
you might say who gives a hoot about a bunch
of blackbirds.
In reality, however, Western Kentucky's
blackbird problem is very real, both in terms
of the economy and human health, and the
outcome of current eradication efforts will be
important for the entire slate, and in fact, for
major portions of the United States.
The rapid population boom of blackbirds,
both the imported starlings and native
species, -has roughly-followed the growth of
modern grain production in Kentucky and
elsewhere.
From the time a grain of corn is planted
until it is sold after harvest or fed to livestock,
blackbirds scavenge the precious feed and
thrive at the farmers' expense. This expense
amounts to some $12.000 per day in Christian
County alone, an millions statewide in the
course of a year.
The pests will dig up the planted corn
grains, they uproot tender young shoots, they
attack ear corn in the field, and they raid
bins, cribs and stock feeding areas after
harvest.
In short, the grain-country blackbirds live
almost entirely froni pilferage, in contrast to
other bird species who find sustenance from
insects, wild plant seeds or small wild 'prey
animals.
Add-. to thlt ct.rnoinic burden---thr.
documented threat to human and livestoek
health posed by the wintertime _con-
centrations of the birds, and it becomes easier
to understand the determination on the part of
S. C. Van Curon
Agree Or Not
I Say What I Think
By S. C. Van Curon
By S. C. Van Curon
FRANKFORT — The fact that Natural
Resources Commissioner John Stanley
Hoffman has asked the State Police to in-
vestigate charges of irregularities in en-
forcement of the state's plumbing codes lends
substance to a column we ran last year on this
question.
The earlier column pointed out some ac-
cusations made in a state interim legislative
committee meeting here.
The inspection of mini-homes by the Human
Resources Cabinet also points toward proof of
another column in which it was charged the
Human Resources Cabinet wasn't delivering
services in an efficient manner.
What set off the inspection of mini-homes in
the state was the death of two men in one
home in Jefferson County in January. This
was at a time when Leslie Dawson had just
come in as head of Human Resources. He
immediately ordered an inspection of all care
homes, from nursing homes to the mini-
homes that may care for not more than three
persons but are required to have a state
license.
The early charge made in this column about
the Division of Plumbing was that favoritism
was being shown some plumbing contractors,
particularly relating to inspections. In-
spectors went back to one place where the
plumbing had been covered by a concrete
floor and made the contractor tear it out so it
could be inspected.
The most recent development in the
plumbing investigation is a charge against
one Inspector by State Senator Tom Ward of
operating a -school in which students paid up
to $500 for a plumbing license.
Eugene Perkins, director of plumbing, has
denied there are irregularities. And Joseph
Barker, an inspector in Northern Kentucky,
has denied there is a plumbing "school" in
operation.
In turning the investigation over to State
Police on the plumbing, Hoffman said, -To
assure the protection of the rights of persons
who might be involved and to insure that the
truth be known, we concluded that the in-
formation we had gathered should be turned
over to the Kentucky State Police for In---
Further, he said. "Because cilIM- 111-
sitivity of the evidence and the implication of
possible criminal misdeeds, we determined
that such an investigation should be con-
ducted by a law enforcement agency
Perkins told newsmen he had investigated
rumors of the "plumbing school" in Northern
Kentucky but found no evicirc,e7 to support
the charges.
Following the first column about rumored
plumbing irregularities and investigation by
the interim committee, this column received
letters from across the state supporting
Perkins arid his Inspectors. He has held the
position for about 30 years.
On the Human Resuneeele front for the care
of elderly persons, the earlier column pointed
out that services were not being delivered for
the people and that some nursing homes were
trying to get payments from the state in-
creased to cope with inflation. We also
pointed out that services were not being
delivered on many fronts and that career
employes were trying to do their field jobs
with little or no direction.
In the few weeks since Dawson launched
the investigation of mini-homes, 87 unlicensed
mini-homes have been uncovered. The
department has also found 69 residents of
licensed facilities requiring care beyond the
capabilities of the particular home operation.
The State Journal said in an editorial last
week in Frankfort, "Either whatever regular
inspection procedures exist for these care
facilities are completely inadequate or the
department has been guilty of serious
negligence. Both explanations would be
reprehensible.
"Evidence of the department's inabilities to
function as an efficient governmental service
agency has been pervasive in the past two
years and whatever comfort can be found in
this current situation stems from the ap-
parent ability of New Human Resources
Secretary C. Leslie Dawson to get the
agency's machinery operating at long last.
"In fact, Mr. Dawson deserves sympathy
for the job that lies ahead of him. If two
deaths can uncover the failure of one small
segment of the department's regulatory
responsibilities, no doubt the secretary
wonders what further tragedy could happen
to lay bare the agency's vast internal
problems."
THE BUREAUCRATS
'This area Is not zonad for
multiple
 Commentary On Issues And Events
Written By Gary Huddleston
Ky. Farm Bureau Federation
these Kentuckians who are spearheading the
fight for eradication.
One of these men is Wilbur Ray.
Christian County farmer and president of
the county Farm Bureau. For six years, Ray
and a number of other farmers, businessmen
and local governmental leaders have sought
a workable solution to the blackbird problem.
The plan for spraying the roosting birds
with the chemical Tergitol has been in the
works for several years, according to Ray
First the Army, on whose land the birds'
wintertime roost is located, had to approve
the project. Then a federal environmental
impact study had to be conducted to satisfy
other federal regulations.
Add to the red tape the fact that the spray is
effective only if the temperature is below 40
degrees, if rainfall occurs just after ap-
plication, and if the roosts are sprayed before
the birds disperse in March, and some idea of
the complexity of the operation emerges.
Then in early February, after all known
obstacles had been dealt with and Army
aviators were set to spray, two animal
protection groups in New York City filed suit
and obtained a temporary injunction to delay
the planned extermination. This was later
lifted, however, apparently clearing the way
for spraying to begin. - .
Ray is confident, following removal of the
injunction. that the plan will eventually be
carried out in its entirety. He is less certain
about the outcom‘of the original suit, and
says that mounting legal fees, which are
being paid primarily by cOntributions from
individual farmers, could become a heavy
burden.
But the sacrifice is necessary, he notes, not
just for farmers in his area, but for others in
the same situation across the country. Major
roosts have been building in other south-
central and western Kentucky counties in
recent years, and the birds have long posed
problems for farmers in the grain-rich
Midwest.
If the spraying in McCracken and Christian
counties proves successful in reducing the
blackbird hordes to manageable numbers,
the *entire will undoubtedly be made
extensive use of in other counties and states
And if that happens, the perserverance of _
Wilbur Ray and his fellow Western Kentucky
farmers will have finally paid off.
The Murray Ledger & Times
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Letter To The Editor
Hunters And LBL
Dear Editor:
Recently there was a lot of publicity on
television and in the newspapers about a
group of people in Trigg County wanting to
turn the Land Between the Lakes over to the
National Park Service. Although I am not
familiar with all of our national parks, those
that I know of have some sort of unique
natural wonder as an attraction. I have
traveled over most of the Land Between the
Lakes and I have not seen a single attraction
which cannot be duplicated ten times
elsewhere in Western Kentucky.
For those of us who enjoy hunting, a
transfer of the Land Between the Lakes to the
National Park Service would mean an end to
our hunting in the area. The National Park
Service does not allow hunting on their parks.
Although I do not hunt in the Land Between
the Lakes, a lot of those thousands who do
would put a lot of hunting pressure on those
areas outside the Land Between the Lakes if it
is closed to hunting.
If you hunt with a gun, bow, camera, or
enjoy the free outdoors of the Land Between
the Lakes, I would encourage you to write to
your Senators and Representatives and tell
them you want control of the Land Between
the lakes to remain with the Tennessee
Valley Authority.
I would also encourage you to look closely
at the Land Between the Lakes. If you have
any questions about what is going on over
there contact any of the people working there
and ask them about it. Remember that false







By Dr. H. C.CHILES
Based on copyrighted outlines produced by the Cornnuttee on
the UndormAeroes and used by permission
A PEOPLE OF HOPE
Paul's letter to the Romans emphasized
convincingly the fact that all men are sinners
and in need of reconciliation with God and
that God graciously provided for the salvation
of guilty sinners. Upon his repentance toward
God and through his personal faith in Christ, a
sinner can receive the forgiveness of sin,
liberation from the bondage of evil, recon-
ciliation with God, victory over temptation,
and strength to live in harmony with the
devine will. Paul taught that faith in Christ is
the condition of justification. Justification is
the act of God declaring righteous those who
trust in His Son for salvation.
Romans 5:1-5
Among the benefits of justification by faith
are the following :
1. Peace with God.
For a creature to be in rebellion against
his Creator is an appalling thing, but for him
to be at peace with God means that he is in
harmony with the divine will, and that is truly
wonderful. Peace with God is an intelligent
and calm sense of friendship and fellowship
with Him. It means that God does not hold
anything against the individual. Through
Christ's death on the cross peace with God
was made available to us. The sins which
separated us from God have been blotted out
and we have been reconciled to him.
2. Access to God.
It is through Christ that we have access
into God's presence and favor ( verse 21.
Access to God is the continuing privilege of
every child of God, regardless of his cir-
cumstances. A believer in Christ may "come
boldly unto the throne of grace" and receive a
royal welcome, as well as plenteous help. You
have the right of access to C,od, but are you
enjoying the use of this wonderful privilege?
3. The hope of glory.
Complete triumph has not yet been ex-
perienced or obtained, but the believer in
Christ has the assurance of one day being in
the immediate presence of God and being
conformed to the image of Christ, that is,
having a body like unto His own glorious
body. Surely this is sufficient reason for great
rejoicing. Even now the believer, who
possesses this glorious hope, lives a life of
rejoicing, or at least he should do so.
4. Exultation in trouble.
Numerous things press upon the
Christian, but Christ can enable him to
conquer his trials and tribulations. When
troubles, trials, and tribulations are met
bravely and courageously, and in dependence
on the divine strength, the Christian emerges
purer, better, and stronger than ever before.
Exultation in troubles and afflictions is
possible through Christ who never lets us
down.
- Romans 8: is.g_
--Paui-"fived victoriously in an evil en-
vironment where persecution and suffering
were frequently experienced or oserved. He
had an implicit confidence in God's purpose
and a hope that was steadfast and sure, Hope_
is a combination of desire, expectation,
patience, and joy. It implies a desire for some
good which is future in its realization and
enjoyment, attended with the possibility of
obtaining it.
living a victorious Christian life in Paul's
day was extremely difficult and dangerous. It
subjected one to persecution and suffering,
Paul readily acknowledged that suffering was
unpleasant and often without any
justification, but he sought to inspire, en-
courage, and challenge Christians who were
suffering for C'hrisrs sake to endure their
hardships bravely and courageously.
inasmuch as their sufferings were so in-
significant in comparison to the glory that
awaited them. As certainly as suffering is a
part of this present tire for those whn 11ve tit
such a manner as Is plea inr to Cod, there is a
Cs
glory which is yet tribe revealed in which
faithful and obedient Christians will share.
What is in store for us is far greater than
anything we have ever known, and we are to
wait for it confidently, patiently, and
longtngly.
According to verse twenty-two, the
creature groans under the weight of sin and
without full knowledge of what the ultimate
end is going to be. According to verse twenty-
three, the Christian groans within himself,
not as a helpless sufferer, but as one who is
awaiting the complete redemption of his body
in the resurrection. The groans of the
Christian do not always reach the ears of
men, but they do get God's attention. As
David expressed it: "Lord, ray desire is
before thee: and my groaning is not hid from
thee- ( Psalm 39:9i,
Salvation includes all the benefits of our
redemption — remission of sins, justification,
adoption, sanctification, and glorification. All
of the great triumphs which our faith expects
have not materialized, but they will. Until
they do, we are nourished and inspired by
hope. Whereas fear is the frightful wating for
something worse, hope is the anticipation of
something better. It is wonderful to be indwelt
and empowered by the Holy Spirit during the
Christian life on this earth, but it will be far
more wonderful when we become the actual
possessors of all the blessings which shall be
ours when we acquire our glorified bodies like
unto the body of our Lord.
Resting in this glorious hope and an-
ticipation of what we have not yet received
develops in us a patience that otherwise
would never be ours.
Today In
History
Today is Friday, Feb. 21, the 52nd day
of 1975. There are 313 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
In 1916, the longest and bloodiest battle of
World War I, the Battle of Verdun, began in
France. More than 1,000.000 persons were
killed.
On this date —
In 1613, the son of the Patriarch of Moscow,
Michael Romanov, became Tzar of Russia. It
was the beginning of the House of Romanov.
In 1795, the Dutch surrendered the Indian
Ocean island of Ceylon to Britain.
In 1838, Samuel Morse gave the first public
demonstration of the telegraph.
In 1919, after World War I, the Allies
recognized the Polish government of Ignace
Paderewski.
In 1958, Egyptians and Syrians voted ap-
proval of a union of their two countries, with
Garnal Abdel Nasser as presidemt.
In 1956, Black Muslim leader Malcolm X
was shot and killed as he was about to speak
at a rally of several hundred black followers
in New York City.
Ten years ago: In South Vietnam. Lieuten-
ant General Nguyen Khanti, under pressure,
stepped down as armed forces commander
and chief of the government council to becom-
ing a roving ambassador.
Five years ago: A Swiss jetliner bound for
Israel crashed in flames near a nuclear plant
in Switzerland, killing all 47 persons abqard.
One year ago: Israeli soldiers were pouring
eastward acrcess the Suez Canal in the final
stage of an agreed withdrawal from the
canal's West Bank.
Today's birthday: Mrs. Edward Cox, the
former l'ricia Nixon, is 29. 
_
Thought for today: Cats and monkeys,
monkeys and alrfiuman lire Is there—




By Fl L Blasingarne.
The immune sysiem is one of
the hottest areas of medical
research. Investigators Audying
the subjectOeport advances that
may somewhat clarify how
cancer strikes and may prove
useful in birth control.
The researchers are Nobel
laureate Francois Jacob and
others at the Pasteur institute in
Paris, reporting in the Proceed-
ings of the National Academy of
Sciences.
Cancer develops in a person
when the balance between
cancer cells and his immune
ssstem breaks down. It has been
unclear whether this develop-
ment results from a breakdown
in the immune system or from
the ability of the cancer cells to
fight off the body's attack
against them.
The mceA active fighters of the
body are the T-cells
(lymphocytes derived from the
thymus) and the scavengers
macrophages).
Although there is evidence
that cancer consists of some
breakdown or fault in the im-
mune system, these researchers
suggest, instead, that cancer
develops because the malignant
cells have the ability to ward off
immune fighters produced by
the body.
Likely, these findings will
prove controversial and stimul-
ate additional research on
cancer immunology. Do cancer
cells have a method of resistance
similar to that of the fetus to its
mother? Some authorities think
so.
The Parisian researchers
found that cancer cells produce
a chemical compound which
enables them to overcome or
bypass the body's immune
system, rather than its being
defective.
Scavenger cells were repulsed
when they attempted to isgult
cancer cells. How cancer celk
fight T-cells is unclear, possibly
by a toxic effect on them similar
to that known to exist against the
scavenger cells.
The researchers believe that
the fetus has capacities similar
to the cancer cells to resist the
mother's immune attack, but no
chemical compounds have been
specifically identified from the
fetus. It is felt that certain cells in
the placenta fight in warding off
attacks.
Probably these concepts will
direct research toward identify-
ing and countering the chemical
compounds that resist immune
substances. If accomplished.
some effective treatment against
cancer may result. If placental
cells turn out similar or identical
substances, they could be offset
and lead to a new form of birth
control.
Q. Mrs. T.A. asks if there is any
evidence that fluoridation of the
public water supply increases
the incidence of mongoloid
births
A. Studies show that fluorida-
tion of public water supplies has
no influence on the number of
mongoloid births. This tragedy
occurs about once in every 650
births.
Q. Mrs. B.R. asks why cowpox
virus protects against smallpox
in humans.
A. The two viruses are closely
related, and the cowpox virus
develops a -. cross- immunity
which is effective against the
smallpox virus.
United Feature Syndicate
Isn't It The Truth
by Carl Riblet Jr.
This is the Instant Age --- instant_rafee, instant
tea, instant youth, instant beauty, instant happiness
and instant unconsciousness; all of which come from
ajar, a bottle, a puff of smoke, or the Oval Room
flible Thought
The mouth of the righteous speaketh wisdom, and
his tongue talketh of judgment. Psalm 38:30.
We who would talk about those things that are
most meaningful in life, must be controlled by the
deep abiding knowledge of our times.
- -
10 Years Ago Today
Kern Battle, Murray High Seventh Grader, broke
the Ozark District AAU Age Group record in the 100
yard butterfly at the University City Invitational
Swim Meet at St. Louis, Mo.
Calloway County High School's Drama Group was
selected by judges at the drama festival at Murray
State to participate in a state drama festival to be
held in the spring. Members are Jo Bennett, Larry
Salmon, Paula Cook, Bobby Dodd, and Sharion
Walston with Mrs. John Perfilio as Calloway Drama
coach.
Erwin P. Washer and Frankie D. Brandon are ser-
ving aboard the Aircraft Carrier USS Franklin D.
Roosevelt in the Caribbean Sea.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitt Miller are the parents of a baby
boy, Jeffrey Allen, born February 21.
20 Years Ago Today
Wanda Sue Outland of Murray was one of the for-
ty-seven Murray State College Nursing Education
Students who received their caps at the Capping
Exercises held February 18.
"A good fellow to know is Matt Sparkman. He has
a good philosophy for living," from the column,
"Seen 8/ Heard Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
Staff Sgt, Hughes Giles is spendit a thirty days
furlough with his family. He has en stationed in
Okinawa for the past Ogh_t_gep tnonths with the Air
Force.
Sheriffs in the First District met in the office of
Calloway County Sheriff Brigham Futrell,
F. G. Megow was soloist at the meeting of the
Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
His accompanist was Frances Johnson,
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Worship Service 11 00a m
Evening worship 7 30p rn
Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship 11 006
Evening Worship 6 30 Wen
First Baptist
Morning Worship 10 45a m
Evening Worship 6 30p m
West Fork
Morning Worship 11 00a.m.
Sunday Evening 6 00p.m.
Wednesday Evening 7 00p.m.
Spring Creek
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.













Morning Worship 11 00a m
Evening Worship 6 30p m
Grace Baptist
Worship 10 45a IT






Worship 11 00a m





Morning Worship 1050a m
Evening Worship 7 00p.m
New Mt Carmel Missionary










Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7 00p.m.
Salem Baptist
Morning Worship 1100a.m.





Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 530p.m.
Mount Horeb Freewill Baptist








Vesper Service 5:00 P.m.
AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE
Coldwater
Morning Services 11 001 m
Evening Services 7 00p m
Faith Baptist
Morning Worship 11 00a M.
Evening Worship 6 30p m.
Locust Grove
Morning Worship 11 00a rn.
Evening Worship 7 00p in.
Chestnut Street General
Sunday School 10 00a rn.
Morning Worship 11 00a M.
Nazarene
Murray Church
Sunday Sch001 10 00a m
Worship Service 11 001 in
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship 1100am





United, 310 lrvan Ave
Sunday School 10 00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7 00p m
United, New Concord
Sunday School 10 00 a.m
Worship Services 11 a m., 7 p.m.
Calvary Temple
Sunday Schee: 10 00a m.
Worship Services 11 a m .7 30p m.
First Assembly Of God
Church School 10-00
• WOrship Service 11 00
First Assembly Of God
Church School 10 00a m
Wiorship Service 11 00a m
Church of Jesus Christ
01 Latter Dar Saints
Sunday School 10:00a. in
St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8 a m .118 m., 4:30p
m Saturday Mass 6 30 p. m
Christian Science Services
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray,
Ky , Sundays 11.00 a.m. Testimony
meeting second Wednesday 8 p.m.
Jehovah's Witness.%
Watchtower 10 - 30 a. m.
Basle Lecture 9.30 a. m.
Wyman Chapel A.M.E.





Sunday School 0.15 a.m.









1la m &6p m
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better th
at ieMf owed. b continues to
0. ..1411 sorref,cses
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even better than pa "The
of the I,ord are eight-vnore to he dwaired
are they Mao gold." (NM.. 104110)
The Laws of Gad have haps then value
through the age•-brtter than gold.
Theve great Lar• 4r9 Einem).
Christian
First Christian
Worship Services 10.45 a in.. 7 pin_
Murray Christian























Worship 6 CO p.m.
Union Grove
Morning Worship 10 50a in .
Evening Worship 6 30P m
Seventh & Poplar






Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship 6 00p.m.
Second Street







Morning Worship attr 10 50 a .m.
Evening Worship 6 00p.m.
KIrksey ChierCh of Chrtet
:Sunday School 1000a.M.
10:50 a.m.Morning Worth ip




Sunday School 10.00 a m , Worship
Service 900 am every other
Sunday
North Pleasant Grove




Worship Services 11 a .m , 7 p.m.
Mount Plesant
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.




This page made possible by the following supporting firms:
Methodist
Palestine United
Worship Service 11 • m 1st Sunday
10 00 a in 3rd Sunday Sunday




Sunday Sch001 10 30 a r•-•
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service 10 00 a n
Sunday School II 004
Independence United
Sunday School 10 00 a re
Morning Worship II 00a rn
Korksey United
Morning Worship 11 00am
Evening Worship 7 00p in
Coldwater United
Worship Service 11 00 a m St &
2nd Sunday 10 00 a m 3d & eh
Sunday School 10 00 a m 151 & 2nd
Sunday 1108 am 3d & 4111
Sunday
Temple Hill United
Morning Worship IC 008 in
Sunday School II 00a m
First Methodist
Worship S 451 10.50a.m
Russells Chapel united
Sunday Scbool 10 00a rn
Morning Worship 11 00a in
Goshen Methodist
Worship Service at 11 00 a m 151 &
3rd Sundays, 9 X> a m. 2nd & 4th
Sundays, Bible Study 6,30 13.m
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9:30 • m 15t &
3rd Sundays, 11:00 a.m. 2nd & 4th
Sundays
cola's Camp 0 
Worship Service 10 008 In
Dexter.Hardin United
Worship Service 10 00a m
1st & 1nd Sunda.", II Warn
, lakvijrci & 4111 S1.9149ay
Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10 00 a.m. 1st
Sunday-11:00 •.m. Ird. Sunday.
Sunday School 11:00 a.m. lot
Sunday-10- 00 a m 2nd. 30 4111
Sunday
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service10:00 a.m. 2nd
Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 1st, 3rd &
Oti Sunly 11:00 • .m . 2nd Sunday
Waymen Chapel
AWE Church
Morning Services 10. 45 a . m
Brooks Chapel Untied
1st & 3rci Sunder 930•.m
Evening 7:00pm
2nd & Ith Sunday 1100a.m
No evening Worthlp
Bethel %Jolted
1st & 3rd Sunday 11:00a.m
2rw1 41,1 SundllY 11:30a.rna4
Evening 4:000-011
South Pleasant Grove
Sunday School 1000 a. m
Morning worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening 700 p. m.
Storey's Chapel United
Morning Worship - 9:41.a. m.
Sunday School 10:43 a.






9 to . "The Shire For Mon"Open 10 to 6 Weekdays •
LL,i) 1010 9 Fri. • Closed Sunday
141-Air Slopping Center
75.3-055.















Your Complete Tire Service Center
For Passeneer•Truck & Farm Tires
MI Coldwater Rd. 753-3144
,
.1‘1, . @OHO
Noes., Chan 41, .•,.. 451 1114
God Mill Speaks to those




U.S. 641 North 6 am .10 pin Everyday.,.
Worlds largest and finest chain of Pancake Houses,
locally Owned and operated.
-JOIN US AFTER CHURCH
"THE PLENTIFUL PLATE PLACE"
KY.




We are running' Specials Daily, Mon. thru Thurs
Fri., Sat., Sun. -T-Bone Steak 
SpecialAir
No. Ilth Ext. Mt-Calf in Orders to 75344/9
Murray Livestock Co.
SALE EVERY SATURDAY AT I P.M.-PH. 7S3-5334
Hogs bought daily
Horse Sale Each 3rd Friday Night





1101 Chestnut Phone 10341111
PIZZA
PAST-FREE-NOT DELIVERY
Sle W. Main 153 241 5
r AntorkanMotors
Cain & Treas Motor Sales
Hornet.Mato4for-Gremlin-Jeep
Top Quality Used Cars
Five Points Mena 733-4441
Life is a one way street,





"For The Woman Who Cares"

















YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER
11110 Popue-Vs Elect I. if S. into-Philos 7534419
fl Juanita's Flowers, Inc.
, 1 4 "WHEN YOU NEED FLOWERS-
,,44Ptlitt THINK OF OURS"
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn, Wheat L Soybeans
PhOne 7S .1-112211 
t w Oidlawd. Sept
Ward-Elkins
RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIREMAYTAG





Lake Property -Buy ing-Selling.L•asing -
gel Sycamore Phone 703-7714
„.. ..,,J. 10, y-





KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL
"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs Have
Their Way."
lee So 13th St. 703-3914
Palace Cafe
Five Points 703.7911
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 7534011
..-, Aii 0,•• Leta's Beauty Salon
frp' "For Complete Beauty Care"




1600 Dodson Ave 15347071
The Christian Book Center
WAYNE II CATHY PERRIN-OWNERS--gabael-R•cor els.Mv sit -gooks-
-Church Supplies-Gifts-
SOS Chestnut St 75344n
Kenlake Marina
J.W. WILHAM-MGR.
ati MOUSE BOAT RENTALS *










1-6 Sun Shop for the




S. 11th St. 
OPEN EVENINGS TiL I 00





A Choice Selection of Relishes-Sahlds-Meats
Vegetables and Desserts
Fast ServIce-Open Sundays
Hwy. 441 Horns Phone 753.1700
Kentucky fried Chats
"WS FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"
TY* Dlat Dellidkout Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 17th
CM In Orders 753-7101
I













Serving Perm Families Since 1916






"BOWLING AT ITS BEST"






My . Ky Ph 753 9636
Benton, Kr Ph 517.111371
.. Shirley's Florist lit
..._....., 
Garden Center
.__ct I) Flowers for all Occasions
House Plants-Landscaping
500 N. 4th 753.3131 753-8944
Serve Your Saviour 66 PHILLIPS 64 PRODUCTS
NO 41P Street Phone 153 1971
w
Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
BUILDING BLOCKS & READY MIX CONCRETE
East Main Street MOM 753-3540
I
JAS. D. CLOPTON DIV.
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
HEATINO-SHEET METAL-AIR CONDITIONING
5th at Chestnut Phone 733-4131
I 111
Murray Auto Parts
Rebuilt Engines Radiators Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
NIS Maple St 191 4474
•
Smiles never go up in price
nor down in value.
,-.., 4 Murray Upholstery Shop




,•.,.- A Complete Car Upholstery Center 
' 4 '
-.- 1,149.1 401 S01.1111 4111 753 0405
Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine'
1, ... Johnson Motors Dealer
Sales Service Parts
Boob & Boadng Supplies --;-- ---"
Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
1-stakos4r4•4 -Roan P110114 757 1319
University Gulf Service
,
L 0 Woettemen Mgr
Batterriese, Accessories
6 a.n).-9 pier.-Cleised Sunday





Murray's Most Complete Department Store





171£ lath St. 733.3712pew, DI U. 711 .17 31-
- a-
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It Took A While But
Jazz Finally On Key
By The Associated Press
It took a while, but the New
Orleans Jazz is finally on key.
The expansion team, which
had won just five of Its first 47
games in its inaugural season
in the National Basketball As-
sociation, has turned it around
this past month, winning seven
of its last 10 outings.
The latest was a 114-102
triumph over the Portland Trail
Blazers Thursday night, which
extended New Orleans' club-
record winning streak to four
games.
"We're playing well although
' we're a flamboyant, helter-skel-
ter type team," said New Or-
leans Coach Bill Van Breda
Kolff. "We lost a lot of close
games early in the season and
I felt then we were a better
team than the record indicated.
But the fact is, we have a
young ball club that is eager to
play and improve. And some
recent additions to the team
have helped, too."
Elsewhere in the NBA, the
Cleveland Cavaliers beat the
Washington Bullets 106-95 and
; the Golden State Warriors cle-
w,
feated the Atlanta Hawks 108-
102.
Pete Maravich and Nate Wil-
liams combined for 55 points
for the Jazz. Maravich had 32
points and nine assists while
Williams, picked up from Kan-
sas City-Omaha in a deal made
at the trading deadline Feb. 1,
added 23 points. Sidney Wicks
topped Portland with 25 points.
The Blazers rookie center,
Bill Walton, did not play be-
cause of a recurring injury, a
bone spur on his left foot. A
spokesman for the team said
Walton is expected to return to
Portland today to see a doctor,
although the team has two
more games remaining on its
current road trip.
Walton, the 6-foot-11 former
UCLA All-American, missed 20
games earlier this season be-
cause of the bone spur.
Cavaliers 106, Bullets 95
Jim Cleamons netted 17
points and Dick Snyder and
Dwight Davis added 16 each to
pace a balanced Cleveland
scoring attack against Washing-
ton.
The Cavaliers scored 14
straight points to take a 57-41
lead late in the second quarter.
The Bullets rallied to close to
88-87 with 7:30 remaining but
Jim Brewer scored six points
down the stretch and Cleamons
added four to keep the Cavs in
front.
For the Bullets, Phil Chenier
scored 29 points and Elvin
Hayes 23.
Warriors 108, Hawks 102
Rookie Phil Smith scored
nine of his season-high 26 points
in the fourth quarter for Golden
State. His basket with two min-
utes to play gave the Warriors
a 104-98 lead and his free throw
with nine seconds left made it
106-102 and clinched the victo-
rY.
Golden State led by as many
as 12 points in the second quar-
ter but Atlanta came back to
take the lead 90-89 on a basket
by Tom Van Arsdale with P-s
minutes left. Two free throws
by Charles Dudley put the War-
riors ahead for good at 98-96
with 3:25 to play. Van Arsdale





W -L Pct. GB
--Wow -Work 42 14 --
Kentuck y 42 16 .724 —
St. Louis 23 40 .365 21/2
Memphis 17 43 .283 26
Virginia 13 48 .213 301 2
West Division
Denver 47 15 .758 —
San Anton. 37 27 .578 11





30 28 .517 15






Memphis vs. Virginia at Nor
St. Louis at Indiana
San Diego at New York
Memphis at New York, after
Kentucky at San Antonio
Saturday's Games
noon
'Kentucky at Denver, after
noon
San Diego vs. Virginia at
Hampton
GETTING INSIDE—Willie Perry 1441 of the Tiger freshmen
works his way inside the baseline and puts ups two-pointer. In the
background for the Tigers are Bob Thurman 1321 and Frank
Gilliam. The Tigers won 56-43 over Ballard and will play in the
championship contest Saturday night.
•
Emmert Chiropractic
903 Sycamore Center 753 9909
Beginning February 1 our office will be closed all
day Tuesdays New Hours
Mon., Wed, Thurs 8 Fri
8 00 o m to 12 00 Noon
arid 2 00p m to 00p m
Saturday 9 000 m to 12 00 noon
1/4 Box of Chicken
wrender Fresh Fryers All Execs. Fit
Reinived
two Delicious Puma Of (locker
Wised For Crupneas In Pure Cooking Oil
Wipectal Martrutug Process For Extra Flavor
wInclucles French Fnes, Creamy Cole Slew
And Fresh Omer Roll
Murray High Freshmen Reach
Finals Of Marshall Tourney
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Any day now Allen Beane is
going to get a letter from the
White House. And inside will be
a commendation from
President Ford to the Murray
High freshman basketball team
for giving 100 per cent in helping
fight inflation.
What, you may ask, does the
Murray High freshman team
have to do with inflation?
It's simple.
Thursday night in the Mar-
shall County Freshman In-
vitational at Benton Junior
High, the Tiger freshmen bit the
bullet, or shall we say the
Bullets.
Using a tenacious man-to-
man defense, the Tigers gritted
their teeth and clamped down
on the Bullets from Ballard
Memorial 56-43 to advance to
the championship of the tour-
ney.
Murray will play at 8 p.m.
Saturday for the title against a
fine North Marshall team,
which won its semifinal game
last night over Carlisle County.
No doubt, it was the Tigers'
best game of the year and they
certainly picked the best time
for it.
Murray was able to come up
with the big plays, to dominate
the rebounding and execute
exceptionally well on offense to
beat the good Ballard team.
And late in the game when
Ballard was trying to catch up
by making use of its fine
fullcourt press, the Tigers
passed through the defense
several times and scored on
three-on-one fastbreaks.
Wildcats And Alabama
To Clash For SEC Title
Fifth-ranked Alabama and No. 7 Kentucky tangle
Saturday in a crucial regionally televised basketball battle
that could virtually decide the Southeastern Conference
championship.
The Crimson Tide holds a one-game edge in the race, but
Coach Joe Hall of Kentucky says the pressure is on C. M.
Newton's outfit.
-We won the first one, so the pressure is on them to win this
one," Hall said.
However, if Alabama does win, it would all but wrap up the
title since the Tide would have a two-game lead with only
three games to play.
Since the National Collegiate Athletic Association has ex-
panded the national basketball tournament to 32 teams this
year, chances are good that both the Tide and Wildcats will
compete in the postseason tourney, but only the SEC cham-
pion is assured a berth in it.
Kentucky defeated Alabama 74-69 at Lexington on Jan. 20
and a Wildcat victory in Saturday's 3:10 p.m. EST clash
would put the perennial SEC power in the driver's seat. If
Kentucky wins and the two teams tie for the title, Kentucky
would earn the champion's spot in the NCAA field for having
won both regular season games.
If Alabama wins the showdown and the teams then dead-
lock, a one-game playoff would be required to determine the
team receiving the automatic NCAA bid.
Alabama, seeking its fourth conference crown, has won
nine straight games since losing at Kentucky last month. The
Tide has won 13 of its last 14 games.
Kentucky, winner of 28 conference titles, has won 11 of its
last 12 games, dropping a notch behind the Tide last Saturday
when Tennessee snapped a nine-garne Wildcat winning
streak with a 103-98 triumph.
"They've got a lot of things going for them," Hall says of
Alabama. "Their rebounding, their offensive explosion, their
defensive intimidation, their fast break."
"Kentucky has real good depth, which is of great concern
to us," said Newton, "and I'm talking about quality depth."
In other SEC action Saturday, Auburn is at Mississippi
State for a late afternoon game. Vanderbilt is at Tennessee,
Florida at Mississippi and Georgia at Louisiana State.
The Saturday slate for area independents has Georgia
Tech at Duke, Georgia Southern at Florida State, Marshall at
Jacksonville and Georgia State at TuLsne. Memphis State
visits St. Louis for a Sunday afternoon game.
Johnny Bench Will Retire!!




Johnny Bench relinquishes his
single status Friday night, but
not without a whimper from his
female fans.
Admirers have deluged wed-
ding officials with requests to
attend the wedding of the Cin-
cinnati Reds' baseball star and
New York model Vickie Ches-
ser.
Precautions are being taken
to head off the gatecrashers.
"We've been forced to cut
back on press credentials. We
think slot of the requests we're
getting from a lot of female re-
porters are phoney," said Ann
Smith, who heads Bench's pub-
lic relations firm.
"There can't be that many
female reporters in this area,"
she said.
"If we honor all the requests,





Bench, 27, and Miss Chesser, said Mrs. MaLas. "She died a
a 25-year-old South Carolina short time later."
beauty, exchange vows at 7 There were rumors circulat
p.m. in Cincinnati's Christ ing that a group of women
Episcopal Church. More than planned to picket the church,
900 invitations went out to CM- pleading for Bench to change
cinnati's social elite, friends his mind.
and fans. Bench said most of his fan
An extravagant reception fol- mail has been congratulatory.
lows the wedding, but the new- His favorite, from a female
lyweds aren't expected to put friend, read:
in more than a brief appear- "Goodbye, good luck and I
ance. Bench, the Reds' six-time hope the hell you know what
All-Star catcher, has to report you're doing."
to training camp in Florida Sat-
urday morning.
Bench's sudden defection as
one of the sports world's most
eligible bachelors left some of
his followers envious.
"We had the family of a teen-
age girl return their season
tickets," said a Reds spokes-
man. "They said their daughter
was heart broken."
Even some in the older gen-
eration of Bench faithful were
unhappy.
"Some of our gals were so
sad they proposed we wear
black armbands to our annual
meeting," said Connie Maths,
middle-age president of the 3,-
000-member Rosie Reds booster
club.
A year ago, Bench appeared
at their annual meeting and
honored the oldest member of
the club — 100-year-old Emma
Boehm — with an autographed
picture and a kiss.
"Johnny was her favorite,"
BOWLING . Thursday's Results




Tony Maresca of Mesa, Ariz., 302
shooting for Ilia first pro chem.__ GoidenrNisate,i1ol, Atlanta 102
pionship, - won six of eight Washington Yat D:tnirtn
games to widen a slim four-pin Portland at Buffalo
lead to 41 pins over Seattle's rst;lwa sk"at attveCwh'07lie°ans
Gary Mage as head-to-head Philadelphia at Houston
piery began tit the iott,t00 turig--Gotoon. State_ al LDS Ansieles
Atlanta at Seattle
Island Open 'Bowling Tourna- Saturday's Games
rnent. Buffalo at New York












W L Pct. GB
.41 17 .707 —
37 22 .627 41/2
29 30 .492 121/
25 35 .417 17
Central Division
Washington 42 17 .712 —
Cleveland 31 29 517 11/2
Houston 30 30 500
Atlanta 24 38 387 191 2
N Orleans 12 45 211 29
Western Conference
Midwest Division
Chicago 36 22 .621 —
K C..0mah a 34 27 .557 31/2
Detroit 32 31 508 61/2
Milwaukee 28 29 .491 71/2
Pacific Division
Gowen St 34 25 576 —
Seattle 28 31 475 6
Phoenix 24 32 429 8"s
Portland 24 35 407 10
L.Angeles 21 37 362 121/'
The inside work was great all
night for the Tigers as Frank
Gilliam, Willie Perry and Gregg
Garland combined for 41 of
Murray's 47 rebounds. Gilliam
pulled down an awesome 19,
Perry had 11 and Garland 10.
And the guard work of Bill
Wilson and Bob Thurman plus
the reserve effort of Jon
Harrison was outstanding.
"The boys knew they had to
play their best ball to heat
Ballard," Coach Allen Beane
said.
"We've worked all year on
breaking the press and we knew
that if we kept our heads and
made good passes that we'd be
able to get through it okay."
Beane said he felt several of
his players had their best
games of the season.
"Garland did everything
right. He got on the boards,
blocked his man out and played
the best defense he's ever
played."
In addition to his 10 rebounds,
the big freshman pumped in 17
points, second only to Gilliam
who had a game-high 22.
Gilliam was nothing short of
super. In the last period when
Ballard tried to chip into the
Tiger lead, Gilliam completely
took control, scoring 10 of the
Tigers' 24 fourth period points.
"After he gets the ball in the
middle, he can go in with it or he
can give you the good pass out
to the sides. He's a double
threat anytime he gets the ball
in the middle."
Beane also said he was ex-
tremely pleased with the
defensive work of his guards,
Wilson and Thurman. He also
called Harrison his "stopper"
on defense.
In the first half, the game was
no farther apart than three
points, with each team holding
that margin. At intermission,
the Tigers led 21-20.
Trailing 26-24 in the third
period, Murray exploded in the
final 100 seconds of the frame
for eight points and that was the
game.
Garland scored four points
during the flurry while Perry
and Gilliam each scored two.
At the outset of the final
quarter, Garland scored on a
fastbreak off the tip, he again
scored from under seconds later
and added a free throw; and
with less than a minute gone in
the period, the Tigers led 37-26.
With 2:19 left in the period,
Ballard battled back and trailed
just 44-38.
Then Gilliam took charge,
iscoring eight consecutive
points, and the Tigers pulled out
MIDDLE MAN—Frank Gilliam (521 of the Murray High fresh-
men drives down the middle for a two-pointer against Ballard
Memorial. Gilliam finished with a game-high 22 points.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon I
to a 52-38 lead and wrapped up
the win.
Murray will carry a 11,3 mark
into their title clash with North
Marshall Saturday.
BALLARD
fg ft pf p
Buchanan 4 3 4 11
Maxey 0 0 3 0
Newton 7 2 3 16
McGowan 5 2 5 12
Curtis  1 2 3
Geveden, .....  0 0 1 0
Totals 17 0-16 19 43
Want
FG FT PF TP
fg ft pf tp
Perry ... 3 0 4 6
Gwarlannd 7 3 2
Galharn 7 5 3n
dso
 I 2 2 4
Thurman 1 3 4 5









CARLISLE COUNTY at Heath
by 11




FULTON COUNTY at Crit-
tenden County by nine
MAYFIELD at Hickman
County by 16
Sedalia at LOWES by seven
Symsonia at MURRAY HIGH
by 13
Lyon County at ST. MARY by 19





Madisonville at TILGHMAN by
five
ST. MARY at Louisville Trinity
by six



















































































































































































Rod Carew And Ray Fosse Lose
Cases In Salary Arbitration
By The Associated Press
Rod Carew and Ray Fosse
are baseball's latest recession
1/1C11111.5.
Carew, the American
League's 1974 batting cham-
pion, and Fosse, who didn't




and St. Louis pitcher Ray Sa-
decki won their salary
squabbles.
Taking their pitches to bind-
ing arbitration today are Oak-
land slugger Reggie Jackson,
Atlanta's Ralph Garr, the Na-
tional League bat king, and
Bernie Carbo of the Boston Red
Sox. Meanwhile, decisions are
expected in the cases of Los
Angeles third baseman Ron
Cey and Minnesota pitcher Bert
Blyleven,
Minnesota's Carew reportedly
made $95,000 last season, was
offered $120,000 and sought
$140,000.
"I'm disgusted," he said
when the ruling came through.
"Now I know what kind of or-
ganization the Twins are. They
don't consider me a superstar.
I'm just a number."
And that number is  ...
$120,000.
The Fosse and Kubiak cases
gave Oakland A's owner
Charles 0. Finley a 3-2 edge
over his money malcontents. In
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Now In Stock at
McKeel Equipment
5s3 'NNW FUND 703-3042
bitration.
The 210-pound Fosse, who
batted .196 last season, had
asked for an $18,500 raise while
Finley offered the same $50,000
the catcher received in '74. Fin-
ley had said that "if I lose that
case, I'll get out of baseball."
Fosse missed almost half the
season when he suffered a back
injury while trying to break up
a clubhouse fight between out-
fielders Jackson and Bill North.
Kubiak, a utility infielder,
won his fight for $42,500 against
Finley's offer of $37,000.
Sadecki, a 34-year-old left-
hander who was traded from
the New York Meta to St. Louis
after the 1974 season, asked
$55,000 while the Cardinals op-
ted for $48,000. He was 8-8 last
year with a 3.41 earned-run av-
erage.
Jackson is bidding for a $160,-
000 contract with Finley offer-
ing a $5,000 raise to $140,000.
Garr reportedly wants $100,000
with the Braves offering
$00,000.
Satisfied without arbitration
Thursday were outfielders Bob-
by Murcer, Garry Maddox and
Von Joshua and pitcher John
D'Acquisto of the San Fran-
cisco Giants and pitcher Hank
Webb, first baseman Ed Krane-
pool and outfielder Benny
Ayala of the Mets.
Racer Women To Close
Season Against Cards
The Murray State women's
basketball team, seeking to pull
its record to the .500 level for the
season, will close the regular
campaign Monday night with a
5:30 p.m contest in the Sports
Arena against Louisville.
And no sooner than they play
them on Monday, they'll have to
turn right around and play
Louisville again on Thursday in
the opening round of the Ken-
tucky State Intercollegiate
Women's Basketball Tour-
nament, which will be held in
the Sports Arena and run
through Thursday.
Thursday games include a 4
p.m. battle between Western
Kentucky and Northern Ken-
tucky, a 6 p.m. contest between
the University of Kentucky and,
Morehead, and the Racers'
contest at 8 p.m. with
Louisville.
Favored Eastern Kentucky
drew a bye for the tourney and
will meet the winner of the
Western-Northern Kentucky
game at 6 p.m. Friday in the
first semifinal contest. The
other semifinal game will be
held at 8 p.m.
Then on Saturday afternoon
at 2 p.m., the consolation game
11 Overtimes
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (API --
Wilson and McCtintOck Junior
high schools of Charlotte played
11 overtimes Thursday before
Wilson won the basketball
game 60-58.
"I have been officiating for
25 years and I never heard of
such a thing,- said the Wilson
coach, Jack Park.
It was such a long game,
three hours, that neither he nor
the McClintock coach, Richard
Von Burg, remembered the
score at the end of regulation
time. "I think it was 43-43 or
46-46," Von Burg said.
GOLF .
LOS ANGELES — Lee Tre-
vino shot a five-under-par 66
for a one-etroke lead over Tom
Weiskopf and three others after
the first round of the $150,000
Glen Campbell-Los Angeles





Bacon, ham or sausage
Biscuits I. gravy or 95'toast
University Inn
309 N. 16th 253-4421
will be held and at 515 p.m., as
a preliminary to the Murray
State-Austin Peay varsity boys
game, the championship con-
test will be held.
Currently, the Racers are 9-10
on the season, with their last
contest being a successful trip
to Bowling Green where
Murray defeated a good
Western team 61-52.
Murray led just 31-29 at in-
termission but pulled away in
the last half.
Debbie Hayes played an
outstanding game and scored 14
points to lead the scoring attack
while Cindy Leimbach, Jana
Jones and Gene Thomason all
scored 10.
Other scoring for Murray
included Holmes 9, Parrish 4,
Moore 4, and Maddix 2.
(lii iill k) II IDLER I- I iii,)IS
PUTS
011C Playoff Picture
Should Be More Clear
East Tennessee State plays Morehead Saturday night
and the loser probably will be knocked out of the Ohio Valley
Conference tournament March 7 and 8.
In another game with tournament overtones, Tennessee
Tech is at Eastern Kentucky. Tech can qualify for the tour-
ney by winning and the Colonels can remain in the running
for it if they win.
East Tennessee State, Morehead, Eastern Kentucky and
Murray are deadlocked with 3-8 OVC records but at least one
of them will advance to the four-team tourney.
Middle Tennessee State, 10-1, and Austin Peay, 8-3, have
wrapped up tourney bids. Tennessee Tech, 5-6, needs one vic-
tory in its last three games to advance to the tourney.
Western Kentucky, 9-2, is eligible for the tourney because
the Hilltoppers are on NCAA probation for recruiting
violations.
Completing Saturday's conference scheduled are Middle
Tennessee at Austin Peay and Western Kentucky at Murray.
Eastern Kentucky Coach Bob Mulcahy says the Colonels
are playing well until the last few minutes of each game.
"We seem to get down to those last few minutes and make
mistakes at critical times or miss a good shot," he said.
Tennessee Tech, he said, "has been playing some out-
standing basketball and came up with two early wins on the
road which really helped them. We're going to have our han-
ds full Saturday night."
Austin Peay will be playing its final home game of the sea-
son and it will be the last game in the Goys' tiny gym, nick-
named "the Little Red Barn" A new, larger gym is scheduled
to be completed for next season.
The Goys have won five straight conference games, and
Coach Lake Kelly said this week, "We're playing with a lot
more confidence and we're now getting that good solid bench
support that we had earlierin the season."
Western Kentucky Coach Jim Richards said this week
Murray does "a lot of things well. They have some truly fine
personnel beaded by Jesse Williams, Grover Wollard and
Zach Blasingame"
Monday's scheduled is Eastern Kentucky at East Ten-
nessee, Morehead at Tennessee Tech, Murray at Middle Ten-




It will almost take a miracle,
if the Murray State Racers are
going to make it to the Ohio
Valley Conference Basketball
Tournament March 7-8, at
Middle Tennessee.
The Racers returned from
their annual road swing at East
Tennessee and Tennessee Tech
last week, empty-handed. And
in doing so, lowered their record
to 10-12 overall and 3-8 in the
OVC.
If it will make the Racers feel
any better, three other teams
share the bottom rung in the
standings. However, it is these
same four teams,—Murray,
Eastern, Morehead, and East
Tennessee—who are battling
for the fourth spot in the four-
team OVC tourney.
It would appear that Middle
Tennessee, Austin Peay, and
Tech, have the top three
positions nailed down. Western,
of course, has been ruled
ineligible to participate, due to
conference violations.
It is Western, however, who
stands in Murray's way this
Saturday night at Murray. The
Rintoppers already own a 93-92
win over the Racers earlier this
year at Bowling Green.
However, in the loss, Murray
turned in one of their better
games of the season.
Fred Overton's Murray team
will have its hands full. Time is
running out, and should the
Racers knock off Western, they
will have front-running Middle
Tennessee and Austin Peay
staring them in the face in the
remaining two games. Murray
travels to Murfreesboro
Monday night to play the Blue
Raiders, before catching Austin
Peay at Murray.
But first things first:
Western.
Word from Bowling Green is,
that the Hilltoppers would like
nothing better than to win the
OVC regular season play, even
though they won't play in the
tournament. The Toppers are
only a game out of first place, so
they'll have very little trouble
getting ready to play at Murray.
The Racers somehow seem to
play their best against Western,
and Overton hopes Saturday
night is no exception.
"If we've ever played, we've
got to play now," Overton of-
fered. "We certainly missed a
good opportunity this past
weekend to move up." Overton
was referring to the Racers
losses at East Tennessee and
Tech.
Western is just coming off a
pair of road wins at Eastern and
Morehead, and it would appear
they are picking up a head of
steam, as they prepare for their
showdown with Middle Ten-
nessee March 1. You can bet,
though, that Jim Richard's
troops will not be taking the
Racers lightly.
If Murray is to win, they must
shut off the strong inside play of
Mike Odemns and Wilson
James, and the outside shooting 
of Johnny Britt and Chuck
Rawlings. Britt paces the
Topper scorers with an 18.2
point average. Next comes
Odemns with 17.5, Jan3es 17.1,
and Rawlings 15.0. Odemns
leads in the rebounding
department with 11.1 per
outing.
Jesse Williams didn't hurt his
scoring average last weekend
as he upped it to 20.4. Grovei
Woolard is at 16.2, Zach
Blasingame 15.4 and tarry
Moffett 12.4. Moffett is also
averaging 10.2 rebounds a
game.
Murray and Western .IV
teams will meet in the
preliminary at 5:30 p. m.
New Post
MEMPHIS (AP) — Pat Cid
pepper, former defensive cool
dinator at Memphis State Uni-
versity, has accepted a position
as assistant head coach and de-
fensive coordinator at Northern
Illinois.
House Boats
In stock. No grass to mow here. Big,
plush, roomy. Take a look, take a
ride, then decide.
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Panorama Shores on Ky. Lake
Take 94 E. out of Murray 2 miles. Turn on 280. Follow 280 oast
Banners Grocery' ( approx. 7,:s miles). Take blacktop into
Panorama and follow blacktop to your right. "We may be
hard to locate but it's well worth your EFFORT."
Telephone (502)436-5483
Gambling Would Be Dangerous 
By TOM SEPPY
AP Sports Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP ) —
Americans bet billions of dol-
lars each year on sports events.
Yet, no one knows who, how or
to what extent gambling is car-
ried on in the United states.
Representatives of profes-
sional and amateur sports ac-
knowledge that the public bets
illegally on their games but in-
sist that making such wagering
legal would prove a disaster.
The National Gambling Com-
mission ended two days of pub-
lic hearings Thursday in an ef-
fort, as Chairman Charles H.
Morin said, to build a public
record from the testimony of
experts.
The commission got few hard
facts. Mostly, the 15-member
panel received statements from
representatives of pro football,
baseball, hockey and basket-
ball, collegiate organizations,
two authors on gambling books,
a handicapper and a radio
sportscaster.
Yet, as commission Execu-
tive Director James Ritchie
told Robert James, represent-
ing the NCAA and its position
opposing sports gambling legal-
ization: "What you all are say-
ing is that legalization will ruin
our sport, but we have no evi-
dence to back us up. That's just
our opinion.
"Well, we're seeking more
than opinions. We want evi-
dence," Ritchie added.
He told newsmen the com-
mission is concerned that it is
riot getting the information it
needs to make its report and
recommendations on a national
policy on gambling to the Pres-
ident and Congress in October
1976
He said the commission will
hold additional hearings on
sports betting, including box-
ing, this spring, in addition to
the already announced meet-
ings on parimutuel betting, off t-
rack wagering and organized
crime and gambling.
"We hope to convince people
involved in pro sports to come
in and relate their ex-
periences," Ritchie said. "The
problem we're having is that
people fear coming forth and
fighting the party line.
"The position of pro sports is
that it can regulate itself. The
commissioners view that posi-
tion with a general air of skep-
ticism."
Of the 12 witnesses to testis,
only the two authors. Kelso
Sturgeon and Larry Merchant,
favored legalization of sonic
form of sports gambling.
BULLOCK GARAGES
Corn* by and let us show you the "Extras" you




Call or See Elmer Fulcher
Phone 443-2236
3320 S. Beltline Highway
• Aaess hoer Frain MAN
Paducah, Ky.
You Get MORE For Your
Money With A Garage
Built By Bullock
24 x 24 nsts
Set up complete with Floor,
Wiring, Overhead Door, Ser-
vice Door, Two Windows, and
Studs on 16" Centers with
Storm Bracing.




Commissioner Pete Rozelle of
the National Football League
and Bowie Kuhn of major
league baseball and President
Clarence Campbell of the Na-
tional Hockey League, along
with James and the others,
maintained that the legalization
would greatly increase the diffi-
culty of policing their sports to
keep them free from scandal.
The opportunities to bet and
win huge sums of money would
encourage unscrupulous gam-
blers to bribe players to fix
games and shave poirits,---they -
said.
And, even if the games were
kept completely honest, fans
would be suspicious every time
a quarterback threw an inter-







( AP) — The Montreal Olympics
definitely are on. But the Inter-
national Olympic Committee
( IOC) will be keeping a closer
watch on the Canadians' plan-
ning from now until next year's
Games.
IOC President Lord Killanin
plans to go to Montreal in April
to make a personal check on
progress in building the main
stadium and swimming pool,
now several months behind
schedule because of labor
strikes. After that, the IOC will
send someone once a month to
keep an eye on things.
That is the chief outcome of
the crisis that has been threat-
ening the Montreal Olympics.
Canadians attending the IOC
executive meeting here are try-




Mike McConnell, a recent
Murray State football signee,
has been named to the Coaches
and Sportwriters Prep All-
America Team.
The announcement was mi.-(e
by a Massachusetts newspaper
editor, J. Max Sullivan.
McC,onnell, a running back,
gained over 1,000 yards during
his junior and senior year at
Adairville (Georgia ) High
School. He closed out his
brilliant prep career by gaining
301 yards in his last game.
Murray football coach full
Furgerson plans to use the fleet-
footed 5-11, 195-pound Mc-
Connell as a running back in
college.
Plans for the games are un-
changed. Killanin said he was
confident the building will be
completed in ample time for
the Olympics to open on sched-
ule July 17, 1976.
But the IOC's plan to keep
such a strict watch on Montreal
over the next 18 months is un-
precedented. It was a clear
sign that the IOC saw the situ-
ation as serious, although no
one will admit that the Games
were ever in any real danger.
Last month, the Canadian
Olympic Association told the
Montreal Organizing Com-
mittee it must decide once and
for all whether it was going
ahead with the Olympics.
"That ultimatum was unnec-
essary," said Roger Rousseau,
Canada's commissioner general
for the Games. "The associ-
ation was over-anxious. We
never had any thought of giving
up the Games, although I admit
we did have doubts at one time
that we could stage them ex-
actly as we had planned."
No one from Montreal has
spelled out exactly how the ex-
tra $300 million on the $650 mil-
lion budget is going to be met.
But Rousseau, former Canadian
ambassador to the Cameroons,
claimed the worries of the past
two months have only served to
bring the Canadians and the
IOC close together.
New Director
El, PASO, Tex. (API — Son-
ny Yates is succeeding Harri-
son D. Kohl as executive direc-
tor of the Southwestern Sun
Carnival and Sun Bowl.
Yates„ a former sports infor-
mation director at New-Mexico
State University. was named to
the poet Thursday by the or-
ganization's board of directors.
Case Pre-Season Specials
McKeel Equipment Co., Inc. has received their 1975
Shipment of Case Garden Tractors and attachments.
They have 25 Case Compact Tractors in stock in sizes 8
h.p. to 16 h.p., and while they last Dan McKeel is of-
fering special Pre-Season Discounts on the entire
stock.

















Pre S•03011 Specials Good through March 31 Only
McKee! Equipment Co.
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Warriors Hit By Fish Miller-Nicklaus Confrontation Doesn't Come In LA
But Still Fry Fordham
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( API — The
Marquette Warriors are taking
all kinds of abuse this week.
First, a New York basketball
coach says they play a patsy
schedule. Then the New York
fans throw dead fish and rotten
apples at them.
But it doesn't pay to stir up
the fastest guns in the Midwest.
The Fordham Rams found that
out Thursday night while losing
a 101-64 decision to the nation's
ninth-ranked team.
"He shouldn't have said
that," said Marquette's Lloyd
Walton, referring to a remark
earlier in the week by Fordham
Coach Hal Wissel that set the
Warriors afire.
What Wissel said, in so many
words, was that Marquette's
schedule wasn't as strong as
Fordham's. 'Perhaps, if it was,
they might have lost four
games in a row like us," the
coach was quoted as saying in
a Milwaukee newspaper.
Well, that really made the
Warriors fighting mad for their
game against one of New
York's finest at Madison
Square Garden. They came out
shooting and didn't stop until
Fordham was not only beaten,
but clobbered into submission.
It became so embarrassing at
one point that when Marquette
held a 79-35 lead with 830 left,
distressed fans threw a striped
bass out on the court, then fol-
lowed with an apple that splat-
tered like shrapnel. It took
workers five minutes to mop
up.
With 8:19 remaining and the
Ronald Babb, DDS
is now located at
his new offices
at:




Marquette smoothies holding a
79-36 lead, McGuire cleared his
bench and let Wissel know:
"What's that about the patsy
schedule we play?"
Whether it was just an off
shooting night, or Marquette's
suffocating defense, the parti-
san crowd of 7,169 couldn't tell.
It was a close game until Mar-
quette ran off an 11-2 scoring
advantage at the end of the
first half.
Marquette took a 41-28 half-
time lead behind Lloyd Walton,
and Wissel probably would
have settled for that. But the
Warriors poured it on in the
second half while the fans fidg-
eted and grunted with dis-
pleasure. At one juncture of the
game, Marquette held a 47-
point lead over the unprive-
leged Rams.
With Walton scoring 22
points, and four others in
double figures, the Warriors
rang up their highest point of
the season. "We're not as good
as we played," smiled
McGuire, but he could have
fooled Wissel.
The game was the second of
a doubleheader. In the first
game, Tom Lockhart and Char-
ley Mahoney practically out-
scored Temple all by them-
selves with 45 points between
them as Manhattan routed the
Owls 87-56.
Elsewhere in college basket-
ball, sixth-ranked Louisville de-
feated Wichita State 85-76; No,
Cheaper By
For Sabres
By The Associated Press
"We seem to have Buffalo's
number," Philadelphia Coach
Fred Shero said. On Thursday
night, the number was an even
dozen.
The two National Hockey
League teams, division leaders
known for explosive offenses
and tight-checking defenses,
showed plenty of the former
and little of the latter, flailing
their way to a wild 6-6 tie in




LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
II Witt PAY YOU-TDIft-11S -ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
Coming Soon
The Slickest Jon Boat you've ever seen. Reel
plush Jon Boats. Just wait a few days and take
a look.
Sharpest Jon Boats Ever
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Panorama Shores on Ky. Lake
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2 UCLA whipped Washington
State 69-61 and Washington
shocked No. 10 Southern Cal 89-
8e.
Wesley Cox scored a career-
high 32 points to lead Louisville
over Wichita State. Cox, a 6-
foot-5 sophomore, hit 15 of 16
shots from the field and
grabbed nine rebounds as the
Cardinals improved their sea-
son record to 15-2.
Louisville fell behind briefly
early in the contest, then took a
16-14 lead and never trailed
again. The Cardinals, who led
43-35 at halftime, extended
their lead to 73-60 with 7754 re-
maining, but then Cal Bruton,
who finished with 16 points,
made three straight baskets as
Wichita narrowed the margin.
Robert Elmore, high for
Wichita State with 25 points,
led a late Shocker surge that
brought his team to within one
point at 77-76. But the Cardinals
scored the game's final eight
points.
Dave Myers scored 23 points
to lead UCLA's victory. Clar-
ence Ramsey had 30 points to
lift Washington over Southern
Cal.
In other games, it was: Cin-
cinnati 96, Wisconsin-Mil-
waukee 71; St. Louis 83, North
Texas State 66; McNeese State
80, Texas-Arlington 77; Drake
90, West Texas State 81; Mem-
phis State 88, Tulsa 80 and






LOS ANGELES AP) — The
Jack Nicklaus-Johnny Miller
confronation didn't come off. At
least not the first time around.
Instead, there's the bois-
terous Lee Trevino leading the
$150,000 Glen Campbell-Los
Angeles Open Golf Tournament.
-Nobody is more surprised
than I am," said Trevino after
a solid, five-under-par 66 Thurs-
day that came within a stroke
of the record on the famed, de-
manding 7,028-yard Riviera
Country Club. layout.
usually have to play a lot
to play good," Trevino said. "I
haven't played in three weeks.
Maybe that's why I did so well
today — I didn't expect it and
wasn't prepared for it, and it
just kind of sneaked up on
me."
He hadn't planned on playing
in this one but said he changed
his mind because, "I'd been
home so long my wife was
starting to look good to me. No,
don't print that. She might read
it.
"Really, I just came here
trying to get ready to play in
Florida. I usually play good
there. But the weather was so
bad at home in El Paso I
couldn't practice, and I was
just getting tired of laying
around. So here I am."
Trevino, who has played only
two competitive rounds in the
past five weeks, said he plans
to skip only four more tourna-
ments until sometime in Au-
gust.
Miller, on the other hand, is
looking for a rest.
"I'm tired," sighed the young
man who has been the sensa-
tion of the tour this year "I
need to take some time off.
And I am gonna take off, right
after this tournament.
"I'm not 100 per cent from
the cold or flu or whatever it
was I had last week. I'm just
not playing very well."
Miller shot a 72, could be in
danger of missing the cut for
the final two rounds and is six
shots back of Trevino.
Nicklaus, for a decade the
game's outstanding performer
which Philadelphia spent most
of the night playing catch-up.
In the night's only other NHL
game, the Montreal Canadiens
whipped the Kansas City Scouts
6-3. In the World Hockey Asso-
ciation, Baltimore beat Van-
couver 4-3, Chicago topped To-
ronto 4-3 in overtime and San
Diego defeated Quebec 5-2.
"Actually," Shero said, "the
Sabres give us a better game
than anybody else in the
league. When you play Buffalo,
you know you've had a hockey
game." It was the Flyers' ninth
straight game against Buffalo
without a loss, a streak dating
back nearly two years.
Reggie Leach's 40-foot slap
shot at 4:13 of the third period
capped Philadelphia's final
comeback, coining just 21 sec-
onds after Brian Spencer had
put the Sabres on top.
-We just go out and play our
game and don't worry about
the other team," said Bobby
Clarke, who scored two of the
Flyers' goals.
Canadiens 6, Scouts 3
Defenseman Guy Lapointe
scored two goals and Frank
Mahovlich had three assists to
lead the Canadiens past Kansas
City. Lapointe's 21st and 22nd
goals came in the second peri-
od when Montreal put the game
out of reach, scoring four
times.
Blades 4, Blazers 3
Gary Veneruzzo "cheated"
Baltimore's fans, scoring two
goals including the winner late
in the second period to beat
Vancouver.
Before Thursday night, the
Blades had played seven games
in their new home since the
franchise was shifted from
Michigan. They'd lost them all.
So the Blades' management
fans a "Guaranteed Win
Night," saying they'd be
treated to another game free if
the team didn't break the jinx.
It did.
Cougars 4, Toros 3
Toronto took six shots at
Dave Dryden in overtime but
the Chicago goalie shoved each
one aside. Then Rosaire Pale-
ment took the Toros' first shot
at Les Binkley — and it went
in
Paiement led a rush down ice
and beat Hinkley at the 5:42
mark of the extra session after
Toronto's Vaclav Nedornansky
had tied the game with just
421 to play in the third period.
Mariners 5, Nordlques 2
Gene Peacosh had two goals
and an assist in San Diego's
triumph over the Nordiques. He
tied the score 1-1 midway in the
first period, Michel Rouleau
and Wayne Rivers made it 3-1
with goals 45 seconds apart in
the second period and Peacosh
and Norm Ferguson padded the
margin with third-period goals
TENNIS .
PITTSBURGH — Jimmy
Connors won't be playing World
Team Tennis with the Pitts-
burgh Triangles, League Presi-














but suddenly challenged by Mil-
ler, eagled his first hole then
had to work hard to make it
stand up for a 69.
"It's not a bad start, but I
really didn't play awfully
well," Nicklaus said. "I'm not
that bad. I'm not really ragged
m any part of my game. I just
need more competition. But 69
is not a bad beginning."
Tom Weiskopf, Tom Watson,
Ed Sneed and longshot Bob
Unger were just one stroke back
of Trevino at 67.
STARTS TOMORROW!
• Full 
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• Full Bolts, Perms-Press
• 100% Cotton, Polyester & Cotton
• 1/8. - 1/4" and 3/8- checks 99Crn
REGULAR $2.99 YD. "LOOMSKILL"
PRINTED
PIQUES
• 45" wide, Handscreened
• 100% Combed Conon Prints
• Save $1.55 on every yard
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REG. $1.49 TO $199 YD. NEW SPRING
PRINTED
BROADCLOTH
• Full Bolts, 45" wide
• 100% Cotton Prints
• Polyester & Cotton Prints99 yo.
REG. $2.99 YD. "IMPORTED"
POLYESTER
WOVEN CREPE
• 45" wide, Full bolts
• All wanted Spring Colors $ 88• 100% Textured Polyester
YD.
YOU REALLY CAN'T AFFORD TO BUY FABRICS ANYWHERE ELSE,A DI \/1S1ON OF ONE OF ERE WORLD'S F soosy APPA{11.1 N1ANuF
IS 204 W. WASHINGTON Paris, Tn.
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900 a.m. - Joint Economic
Committee Hearings
1-3 - Midday Classics (M-F)
3:00 - Children's story Hour (M
F1
6:00 - Options: "The People's
Bicentennial Forum"




9-00- Composer's Forum. John
Watts
Sat. Feb. 22
9:30 - Focus on Health
10-1 - World of Music
1,00 - Metropolitan Opera live
from New York. "Bluebeard's
Castle" (Bartok) & "Gianni
Schicchi" (Puccini)
5:30 - Men and Molecules
6:00 - Sensing the News
6:10 - Ky. Farm Bureau




8:00 - Changed Lives
8:30 - Clear Creek Country
8145 - God's News Behind the
News
9.1 - Weekend Allegro
100- Folk Music and Bernstein:
"The Newport Folk Festival
I"
2:30 - Concert of the Week:
William Doppmann, pianist
4:30 - Voices in the Wind
6:00 - Options: "The Living God
& "The Improving Society"
Mon. Feb. 24
8.10 - Morning Air
10,00 - Roger Carroll
10:30 - Overseas Mission
11-noon - Masterworks Hour (M.
Fl
6:00 - Options "Education for
Human Sexuality"
8:03 - Calloway County High
School Laker Hour




10:00 - Music and the Spoken
Word
Noon - Bach's Lunch
600 - Firing Line with William
F. Buckley
7:00 - Music& Helvetica
7,30 - The Sound of Listen
8:00 - Murray High Tiger Hour
Wed. Feb. 26
10:00 - Serenade in Blue
10:30 - Jazz Revisited
12:30 - Powertine
6:00 - Options "The Problems
and Power of Black mayors"
Thursday, Feb. 27
10:00 - I'm Sorry I'll Read That
Again
Noon - National Press Club
Luncheon with Senator Frank
Church
6:00 — Earptair---75"--KeeTve
Soliloquies: Part II Death of a
Royal Virgin
7:00 - City Council meeting live
from City Hall
8:00 - (tentatively scheduled):
Victor Marchetti, former CIA
agent on the role of the CIA in
American life; live from
Lovett Auditorium.
Fri. Feb. 28
4.00-All Things Considered (M.
S every day of week)
600 - Options: "Education in
Prison'
7:00 - From the Record Library
8:30 - Here There and
. Everywhere
Sat. Mar. 1
9,30 - Focus on Health
10 - World of Music
Noon - Special time -
Metropolitan Opera live from
New York: "Die Walkure"
(Wagner)





7:00 — Channel 6 - "The
Train Robbers", a western
filmed in Mexico. Stars
John Wayne, Ann
Margaret. Runs 2 hrs.
7:30 — Channel 29 - "Son
of Dracula". Lon Chaney
stars in this thriller. Runs
90 min.
8:00 — Channel 3 -
"Hustling", the story of the
world of prostitution. Lee
Remick stars. Runs 2 hrs.
9:00 — Channel 29 - "The
Strange Door". A thriller
set in_17-centur,y London.
Stars 'Charles Laughton.
10:30 — Channel 3 -
"Return of the
Gunfighter". Robert Taylor
plays a gun-slinger in this
Western.
10:30 — Channel 29 - "It
Came from Outer Space", a
science fiction story of a
weird crew which crashes
near an Arizona desert.
11:30 — Channel 6 - "The
Flight of the Phoenix", a
drama of a plane crash in
the Sahara desert.
12:00 —Channel 29- "The
Invisible Man's Revenge",
a thriller starring Jon Hall.
Runs 90 min.
T V Sports Schedule
SATURDAY SPORTS




2:00 p.m. -rat° *NikoFs*
Tour: Long 111118hd Coped"
2:00 p.m. — Channel 6 -
College Basketball:
Kentucky vs Alabama
2:30 p.m. — Channel 12 -
Women's Pro Tennis:
Detroit Tourney
3:30 p.m. — Channel 3 -
Wide- 'World of ''SportS:
Track meet; bobsle4,
racing; auto racing
5:00 p.m. — Channel 3 -
Glen Campbell Los Angeles
Open
SUNDAY SPORTS
12:00 Noon— Channel 12 -
NBA Basketball: Blazers
vs. Bullets










Wide World of Sports:
Rodeo; hot dog skiing
3:00 p.m. — Channel 6 -
NHL Hockey: Flyers vs.
Rangers
4:15 p.m. — Channel 3 -
Glen Campbell Los Angeles
Open
MONDAY SPORTS




Cham ionship 3:30 p m — Channel 3










Bowling" Green WKGII 53
Covington WCVN 54
Elizabethtown YVKZT 23
Hazard  , WKHA 35 TRANSLATORS
Lex i ngton-R ich mond WKLE 48 Barbourville  12
Louisville WKPAJ13$ Cowan Creek-Eolia  9
Madisonville VifKmA 35 Louisa 10
Morehead YIKMR 38 Pineville  8






4:30 p.m. GERALD FORD'S
AMERICA: "The Hit'
5:00 KY. MAGAZINE:
This new series with a magazine
format features zoning problems
with day cant canters, a belly-
dancing class in Lexington, a
men-on-thestreet interview, cov-
erage of our dying mein service,
and an interview with John Stan-
ley Hoffman, the new Commis-




Money An Examination of






7:30 NOVA: "Biro Brain-




10:30 BEHIND THE LINES
MONDAY
FEBRUARY 24
8:00 a.m. KY. GED SE-
RIES: -mom I. Fractions"










6:30 DIMENSIONS IN CUL-
TURES: "Ethnology"
7:00 KY. GED SERIES:












8:00 cm. DIMENSIONS IN
CULTURES: "Ethnology"









6:30 DIMENSIONS IN CUL-
TURES: "Ethnology"









8:30 ASCENT OF MAN:






8:00 a.m. KY. GED SE-
RIES: "Math II. Fractions"










6:30 DIMENSIONS IN CUL-
TURES: "Ethnographic Field-
work"
7:00 KY, GED SERIES:




"The Humanity of Teaching"
8:00 THE MYSTERY OF
NEFERTITI




8:00 a.m. DIMENSIONS IN
CULTURES
3:00 p.m. AMERICA







Counter Drugs- Cure or Corns-
6:00 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:30 DIMENSIONS IN CUL-
TURES: "Ethnographic Field-
work"
7:00 KY. GED SERIES:












8:00 a.m. KY. GED SE-
RIES: -multi III Decimals"
3:00 p.m. ROMANTIC RE-
BELLION







630 BOOK BEAT: "Mind
mg the Store"
7:00 KY, GED SERIES:
"Social II Economics"
7:30 KY. GED SERIES:




8-30 WALL STREET WEEK
9:00 BLACK PERSPEC-





7:30 — Channel 3 - "A
Fistful of Dollars", a Clint
Eastwood western. Runs 2
hrs.
10:15 — Channel 3 - "The
Yellow Rolls-Royce", the
drama of the various
owners of a very elegant
car. Stars Rex Harrison,
Ingrid Bergman. Runs 2
hrs.
11:05 — Channel 29 -
"Pajama Party", a
Martian comes to prepare




8:00 — Channel 6 -
"Butterflies Are Free" - a
comedy drama starring
Edward Albert, Goldie
Hawn, playing a blind
youth and his girl-friend.
Runs 2 hrs.
10:30 — Channel 12- "The
Elevator". This drama is
the story of a group of
people caught in an
elevator between floors of a
high-rise office building.
Runs 90 min.
11:30— Channel 29 - "The
Brothers O'Toole", a
 comedy western telling the
ad-entures of two drifters
in Colorado in the 1890s.
_TUESDAY NIGHT
----MOVIES
7:00 — Channel 6 -
"Journey From
Darkness", the story of the
struggles of a blind student
to enter medical school.
Runs 2 hrs.
7:30 — Channel 3 - "You
Lie So Deep, My Love-, d
drama of the struggle of a
woman to save' her
marriage to a husband who
IS determined to end it
Runs 90 min.
11:05 — Channel 29 -
--1148144--bent Women'.
mad scientist and his three
daughters inhabit an island





7:30 — Channel 3 -
"Someone I Touched", the




10:30 — Channel 12 -
"Trapped", a thriller about
guard dogs trained to kill.
Runs 90 min.
11:05 — Channel 29 -
"Amazing Dr. G.", a spoof
hinting of James Bond
THURSDAY
NIGHT MOVIES
10:30 — Channel 12 -
"Honor Thy Father", the
story of the collapse of a
New York underworld
family. Runs 2 hrs.
11:05 — Channel 29 - "The
Proud and the Damned",
the story of Texas soldiers
in a South American




8:00 — Channel 12 -
"Golden Needles", karate
plays a part in this
adventure story dealing
with the search for a statue.
Runs 2 hrs.
10:30-- Channel 12:"lTst
500 Pound Jerk", a comedy
of the love of a Tennessee
weight lifter for a Russian
gymnast at the Olympics
Runs 90 min.
11:05— Channel 29 - "The
House of Fear", a mystery.




MINNEAPOLIS (API — The
Mirmesota Orchestra will be the
first U.S. orchestra to record
the complete orchestral works
of Ravel. It has signed a con-
tract with Vox Productions to
make nine records within the
next two years.
The recordings, made under
the baton of Stanislaw Slu-owac-
zewski. will be part of Vox Pro-
ductions' "American Orrhestra
Festival Series."
















4 00 K reliever
4 15 RFD
4 30 Atop Fence
5 00 Fei Squid 5:00 His Hew
5 30 News 7:00 All/Family
6 00 News Beet 7:30 Jefferson.
6_30 Accent 8:00 M.T. Moors
7 00 Moyle 830 B. Newhart
900 Ent Awards 9:00 C. Burnett
11 00 News Beat 10:00 News
11 30 More 10,313 Virginian
KFVS-12 WSIL-3 WDXR-29
8:00 Sunrise 7:00 Yogi's 9.00 Debates




























12:30 Matinee 7:00 Tarzen
2:00 Bowlers 8,30 Avengers
3:30 Spores 9:00 Weather
5:00 Campbell Golf' 9:30 Movie
6:00 L. Welk 11:00 Rock Conc.















8 30 Grp. Hr. 8:30 Sunrise
7 00 Yogi 7 00 Comm Cent
7 30 Bugs Bunny 7 30 Sneed Buggy
8.00 Kung Phooey 8 °° Am^^..
8.30 Gelber 8 30 Partridge
9:00 Devlin 9 00 Scooby
9:30 1-assis 9 30 Sharon






5 00 Campbell Golf
6.00 T. Armstrong










7.00 Kong Fu 6:00 Kr Haw
8:00 Movie 7:00 All/Family
10:00 J. Dean 7 30 Jefferson'
10:30 Vandy 8 00 AI.T. Moore
12:30 Rock Cone 8 308 Newhart



















4 30 Pop Goes
5 00 P. Wagoner







TV GUIDE SUNDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 23, 1975 SCHEDULE
WPSD-6 KFVS-1 2 WSIL-3 WDXR-29 WNGE 2 WLAC 5 WSNI-4
7 00 Answer 6:00 C. Clorup 7:00 Story 8:00 Gospel 7:00 Worship 13:00 Sunrise • 7.20 Farm
7 30 Jubilee 6:30 News 7:30 Discovery 830 Young/Heart 7 30 J. Sweigart 7,00 Your Church 7:30 Gosp. Hr.
B 30 Devotion 7.00 Dimension 8:00J. Robison 9:00 God Is Real 8 00 Arnazing Grace 730 Jubilee 8 30 Discovery
9 15 C. Hamilton ; 7:30Hr/rad 8:30 0. Roberts 9:30 Faith 8.30 3 Stooges 8.00 C. Tipton 9:00 Herald
9: 30 Herald 8:00 US. Archie 9:00 Gosp. Hr. 10.00 Terzen 9 30 R. Humbard 8:303. Robison 9.30 Dimensions
10:00 C. Closer:1 : 8:30 Bailey 10:00 Goober 11:00 Baptist 10 30 Baptist Ch. 900 Good News 10:00 Worship









12.00 Soul/City 10 00 Tony-Susan-11 00 Urban Ler



























5:30 6 Mil. Man
430 Movie
11 00 Faith Today 12:00 Sports
11 30 Dimension 1 00 Sports
12 00 Basketball 1.30 Tennis
2 30 R. Skinner 4 30 TBA
3:00 Outdoors I 5.00 Retrospe c•
3r30 Lon/ Ranger . 5.30 News
6:00 News Beat 5 00 60 Minutes 6 306 M4). Man 6 30 Evil Touch 9:30 C. Camera 4:30 L. Kelley 6:00 News
630W. Denney 6.00 PA. Forum 7 30 Moves 7 00 Lost/Sprit 10:00 Wrestling 5:0060 Minutes 15:30 Football
7:30 Movie 630 Cher 930 B Hoffman 8 00 Star Trek 11:00 Gosp. Guise! 5:00 News 7:00 Sky Writer,
9:30 C. Camera 7 30 Kopek 10 00 New, 9 00 Weather 11:30 trues 6:30 Cher 7:30 Mann,.
10:00 News Beat 8 30 Menne x 10:15 Movie 9 05 PT L Club 12:00 Help Line 7:30 Koine i 8:3080 Min.
10:30 Ent. Spec. 9.309. Goldsboro 11 00 Theatre 8:30 Mamie
11 30 F•I. Squad 10:00 News 9:30 Whet's Limo
10:30 Sports 10:00 News
10.45 Yager:van 10:30 Reports
. 12:15 News 11:00 Other People
11:30 More
DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY Daytime Schedule Does Not Change
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2 30 Or Life
3,003. Mu.
4.30 Soul Train










_ _ _ :30 Neon
6:00 New.
TV GUIDE MONDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 24, 1975 SCIIEDULt









8:30 Buck Owens 5.30 C. Pete
7:00 Gurismoke 6 05 3 Stooges
8:00 Maude 6.30 News
8:30 Rhoda 7 00 Rookies
9:00 Med. Center 8.00 S.W.A T.
1000 12 Reports 9-00 c.,,b.
10:30 Moyle 10 00 News
12:30 News , 10:30 World Ent.-
5:30 NVICI , 6:30 Hol. Squires
5:30 Mission Imp. 7.00 Rookies
7:30 Mike DolI9101 8,00 SWAT.
9:05 PTL Club 9 00 Carib*















TV GUIDE TUESDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 25, 1975 SCHEDULE
WPSD-6 
j 
• K F-VS-1 2 WSIL-3
.








6:30 Name Tune 5 30 C. Pete
7:00 Good Times 6 00 Cisco Kid
7,30 MASH 6 30 News
800 Hawaii 5-0 7 00 Happy Days
9008. Jones 7 30 Moyle
10:0012 Reports 9.00 M. 1,11•10Y
10:30 Movie 1000 New,





























TV GUIDE WEDNESDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 26, 1975 SCHEDULE
WPSD-6 KFVS-1 WSIL-3 WDXR-29 WNGE-2 WLAC-5 WSM-4
8:30 Nash. Music 6:30 Price Right
7:00 House Prairie 7:001. Orlando
8:00 L. Tanner 5:00 Cannon
800 Petrocelle '9,00 Manherrter
10:00 New. Beet 10:00 12 Reports
10:30 Tonight 10:30 Move
12:00 TOM1031101N 17:30 News
5 30 C Per
6 05 3 Stooges
6 30 News
7 00 That's Mama
7 30 More
9 00 Eagle Lake
10 00 News

























TV GUIDE THURSDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 2-7, 1975 SCHMUE—
WPSD-h I(I-VS-1 2
6,30 R• Werner 6:30 Wild Anirn.
7:00 Mee Davis 700 Walton,
8:00 Flip Wilson 800 Theatre
9:00 Dean Martin 10:00 12 Reports
1000 News Ewa 10:30 Movie
10:30 Tonight 12:30 News
12:00 Tomorrow





8 00 Sts. Son Fran
9 00 Harry 0
10 00 News
. 10- 30 World Ent
12. DO News
WSIL-3 L. WDXR-29 WNGE-2
5.30 News 1 630 SSW CV*.
6:30 Mik• Douglas , 7130 B Miller
7 55 Weather 7.30 Karen
WLAC-S
8 00 Sts Sen. Fran.















TV GUIDE FRIDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 28, 1975 SCHEDULE
WPSO-6 KI:VS-1 'I WSIL-3 WDXR-29 WNGE-2 WLAC-5 WSM
I-..
6 30 Hol Squares 5:30 Trees, Hunt 5 30 Farm Dig. 5 30 News 6 30 Hol Squares 6.30 Tell Truth 7,00 Sanford
7:00 Samford 7:00 Khan 6 00 3 Stooges II 30 Mission Imp. 7 00 Night Stalk. 7.00 Khan 7:30 Checo
7:30 Chem 11:00 WM, 6 30 News 7,30 Mike Douglas 8:00 I'lot L. Balt. 9:00 movie - 8:00 Rockford
5:00 Rockford 10:00 12 R•ports 7 00 Night Stalk. 9 
00 Weather 8.30 Odd Couple 10.00 .,4,,,,, 9:00 Pol. Woman
9:00 poi. yy00,,, 10:30 Movie 8 00 Hot L Bali.
12:30 News 8 30 Odd Couple '1000 News Beet 9 00 Beretta






12:00 Tomorrow10:30 Tonight 10.00 News •
12:00 Mod Spec , : 10.30 World Ent. —
• 12 30 Movie
J





• All display ads, classified
display and regular
display, must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p.m. the day before
publication.
'1. NEED CONFIDENTIAL in-
formation? Dial NEED 753-
6333, NEEDLINE
LYNNVILLE SHOE Store has
received a large shipment of
spring shoes. We have the
buffalo sandle in red, black,
silver, and gold. We also have
the beartrap sandle. These are












. Apply in person at Carroll
Volkswagen
6. Help Wanted
NEED FULL time sales clerk.
753-8844 or 753-8845.
NEEDED-SOMEONE to sell
Watkins Products. Call 753-
5550.
10, Business Opportunity
MAN DESIRES to join small
business in Murray vicinity, as
working partner. Have small








BURIAL INSURANCE up to
$2,000. Health, no problem.
Golan C. Hays, 753-1976.
Fire! Fire!




14, Want To Buy
COINS-GOLD, silver, copper.
Top prices. Buy or sell. Will
sell silver dollars 5 for $25. 753-
9232.
WANT TO buy baby swing. Call
753-3258.
PULL CART for 8 H. P. lawn
tractor Hitch 12" off ground.
Call 753-8036.
USED GARDEN tiller. Call J.
G. White, 753-5750.
WANTED - GOOD fairly used
piano in good condition, for
The Baptist Student Center.
753-5771.
OLD JUNKED pump organs or
parts-spinets or grand pianos.
W. Lucian Smith. Call 901-642-
1257. Route 1, Box 40, Man-
sfield, Tennessee 38236.
18' FIBERGLASS day sailer,
good condition. 753-8838. -
SMALL MALE Beagle puppy
Tyner Noel, 489-2510.
15, Articles For Sale
PRECUT, picture frames,
ready to assemble, assorted
sizes. Murray Lumber Co.
HI NEIGHBOR! Tried Blue
Lustre for cleaning carpets?
It's super! Rent electric
shampooer $1. big K, Belaire
Shopping Center.
16. Home furnishings
48" G. E. stove, white, three
years old. Dresser, and rug,
151 151 Call 753-9661
REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER,
maple bedroom suite, three
maple tables, roll-away NI
bed, 22 C Marlin automatic
rifle with scope. 753-1414 9 a.
m.-5 p. m.
FRIGIDAIRE AUTOMATIC
dryer, white, perfect con-
dition. Bargain. 521 South 6th
Street.
GOOD USED baby bed with
mattress. Phone 753-8576 after
4:30 p. m.
17. Vacuum Cleaners
THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can still
-- -have your old Kirby rebuilt ffr
$26. Trade-ins on new Kirbys
are worth up to $80. Come in
and see us soon. Kirby Sales St
Services, 500 Maple Street,
7534359.
19, Farm Equipment
2010 JOHN DEERE tractor,
plow and disc. Call 753-8555.
TWO 18.4 x38 tractor tires with
tubes on 16" rims. One scatter
blanket, like new. Call 492-8377
after 5 p. m.
19. Farm Equipment
END LOADER for 801 Ford
tractor. $400. Call 753-7219
460 FARMALL with three 14"
plows. Excellent condition.
753-8480 after 6 p. m.
TREATED FENCE posts. Also
treated barn poles and lum-
ber. 5 x 5s and long lengths.
Poplar Bluff Treating Co.,
Highway 60 West, 314-998-2555
or 314-785-0700.
20, Sports Equipment







1-IE BROKE HIS Ci4A1N,BEiki7
1-iI5 BRAKE PEDAL, RAN iNTO
A OH BALE, SNAPM0 A REAR
K RIDO,V.D Tab FLA ITIRE5
HE ALSO BLOODIED










PT I WON A TKOfFile!!
11114l, vet=
EVINRUDE 942 H. P. motor,
Paris boat trailer. Both
practically new. Call 753-1556,
SET OF Campbell golf clubs -
3 woods, 9 irons, putter. Like
new. Asking $125. Call 753-0909
or 753-8525 any time.
14 ft. RICHIJNE BOAT and 25
H. P. motor, trolling motor,
lawrance Lo-K-Tar. 753-6587.
607 Olive St.
HOUSE BOATS in stock for
immediate delivery. Save $$$
on present prices. Happy
Holiday Travel, Inc.
Panorama Shores. Phone 436-
5483.
WIDE SELECTION of family
fishing boats. Equipped and
ready to go. Substantial
discounts in effect now. Happy
Holiday Travel, Inc.
Panorama Shores. Phone 436-
5483.
W.THIROCRAFT BOAT, 1966 20






















NO 5I6N OF DIANA ...SHE
WA5 HERE ,,,HER KNAPSAck
-WET... Ply 95-SE FALL IN
WHY DO MDU
THINK. IBROL361-ir





AMPG AMP with guitar, $265.
Call 753-3724 after 5 p. m.
24 Miscellaneous
GRAIN FED, beef, ready for
freezer. Call 753-7575 or 753-
0669
ANTIQUE HALL tree with
beveled mirror, $225. Also 12 x
5 x 8 enclosed trailer. $200. 753-
8569 after 3 p. m.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES, one-
third off factory to you. Made
any size for antique beds, for
home, camper. Free estimates
on rebuilding old mattresses.
West Kentucky Mattress, 1136
South 3rd, Paducah, Ky. 443-
7323.
EAST SIDE Small Engines,
Highway 94 East. 753-9437.
Garden tiller sale-now til
March 1st. We are temporarily
sold out of the 5 H. P. tillers.
Still 31,2 H. P. tillers available
at the same $184.95. Also 22"
air cap push mowers - $69.95.
Both with 12 month warrenty.
also 3 and 4 H. P. Briggs
Stratton tiller engine, 25 per
cent off.
TOASTMASTER OVEN broiler,
continuous clean, like new.
Call 753-5490 after 2 p. m.
6- PINE POSTS. Also green
firewood, 18" to 22". 68.30 per
rick. 436-2149.
WILL TRADE G. E. portable
stereo set for 26" boy's bicycle
in good condition. 436-2289.
OAK FIREWOOD for sale.
$12.50 per rick, delivered. Call
436-2315.
26. TV Radio
PIANO TUNING, repair and
prompt service.






new, originally $500. Must sell,
cheap. Call 753-4796.
OLD PUMP organs, player
pianos, Swiss music boxes,
most any old instruments. Will
buy or trade-in on new
Baldwin Pianos or organs.
Lonardo Piano Company,
across from Post Office,
Paris, Tennessee, 642,0971.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan.
Lonardo Piano Company,
across from the Post Office,
Paris, Tennessee and the









100 South 13th Street
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish & Shrubs
Phone 753-3914
RCA 21" color TV, console with
radio and record player
Excellent condition. Call 436-
2289.
27, Mobile Home Sales
24. MIsckllaneous
LATE MODEL 12 a 80, two
bedroom, two bath mobile
home with central heating and
air. Located near Kentucky
Lake on 100 a 198 lot, on con-
crete slab. Water, electricity,
and sewerage connected.
Skirted, has redwood porch,
furnished and ready to move
in. If your credit is good,
owner will finance at simple A
per cent interest with $500
down and $95 per month. Total
price of only 610200 for all of
the above. Telephone 436-2473
or 436-5320.
32 Apartments For Rent 41 Public Sales
FURNISHED APARTMENT' OPEN HOUSE moving sale -couples only. No children, no
pets. Call 753-5043. 
016nthleEftatii.,ousepa t o2ild. Fifthh,oeutsce
MURRAY MANOR - all new.
all electric, unfurnished one
and two bedroom apartments.
On Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668,
34. Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM brick house,
close to MSU, electric heat,
and air. Washer-dryer,
refrigerator, and range fur-
nished if needed. Very nice,
753-4478 or 753-6199.
TO RIGHT COUPLE: no pets,
two bedroom modern home,
newly redecorated, electric
heat, city water, four miles
east on 94. Call 753-9409.
TWO BEDROOM frame
house,, no pets. 1405 Vine. 753-
5898 for appointment.
Available March '1. Small
deposit required.
EIGHT ROOM unfurnished
house with two full baths to
family only. Phone 753-5921.










37. Livestock - Supplies
JERSEY HEREFORDS, some
fresh, some springers. 436-2139
evenings.
REGISTERED, YOUNG polled
Hereford bulls, service age,
excellent blood lines. 753-0669
after 6 p. m.
38. Pets - Supplies
ARC REGISTERED Labrador
Retriever pup, male. Call 753-
7186 after 4:30 p. m.
ONLY A few Parakeet Birds
left. Selling for 61.50 and $2.00
each. 1105 Vine Street. 753-
5016.
PARADISE- KENNELS.
Boarding and grooming. Pick
up and delivery service now
available. Call 753-4106.
43. Real Estate
roX MEADOWS and Coach
Estates. Mobile Home Parks.
Spaces and homes for families
only. Small Parks, Superior
accornodations, exclusive
residential area. South 16th
Street. Pharie 753-3855.
LATE 12 a 60 mobile home with
two bedrooms and Pa baths.
Also two air-conditioners, and
storage shed. 753-8399.
OX x 47 TWO bedroom; all
electric, central air-
conditioning and heating,
$3000 or best offer. See at No'.
31 Grogan Mobile Home&
(Highway 94).
DOUBLE WIDE mobile home,
reduced to sale Call 437-4552.
10' x SO' TWO bedroom trailer,
electric heat, air-conditioned.
Call 753-9867 or 753-4171.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM trailer, on two
acre lot, $75. Call 7534457.
10' a 50' TWO BEDROOM
trailer located near univer-
sity. Call 753-4171 or 753-9867.
32. Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APARTMENT
for rent. Near MSU.
Reasonably priced. Call 753-
6564.
THREE ROOM, electric heat,
FIREWOOD, 610 per rick, private entrance and bath.delivered. 753-0271. Near university. Single or
couples 753-8320.
HAIR DRYER, Call 474-8031.
THIS SPOT that spot, traffic
paths too, removed with Blue
Lustre carpet shampoo.
Western Auto, home of
"Wishing Well Gift Shop
DUPLEX, LOCATED on
Duiguid Drive, two bedroom
unfurnished, stove, dish-
washer, patio, washer and
dryer hook-up. 753-1262 or 753-
7154.
TWO LOVABLE Peek-A-Poo
dogs. Very good with children.
One black and One white. Call
492-86M.
EXCEPTIONALLY Beautiful
ARC registered Irish Setter
puppies. Great gift for
children. $65. Call 435-4589
after 5 p. m.
TOY POODLES puppies, Silver
ARC Registered, one male one
female. Call 435;4367.
ROBERTS REALTY located in
South 12th it Sycamore has
five licensed and bonded sales
personnel to 'serve you plus
twenty years esclusive ,real
estate experience. ,Call 753-
1651 or come by our office. We
like to talk REAL ESTATE.
DUPLEX - CARPETED,
central heat and air, utility
room. Two bedrooms in each
apartment. In Westwood
Subdivision. Call 753-5449,
FOR YOU who need a nice
home but must watch the
budget, we have a choice three
bedroom home with a fenced
backyard near groceries,
shopping, and schools. Call
753-3263, Wilson Real Estate,
202 South 4th Street.
1111 CIRCARAMA DRIVE -
three bedroom, one bath, brick
veneer, electric heat, dish-
washer, range, exhaust fan,
draperies, one car garage,
paved driveway, nicely land-
scaped lot, 100 x 150. Near Bel
Air Shopping Center. $27,500
Hazel, Kentucky - 301 Gilbert
Street. Four bedroom, one
bath, frame house on lot 85 x
440, suitable for trailer court
Investigate today. Only 69500
809 Waldrop Street - nest two
bedroom, brick veneer house
Carport, patio, electric heat.
shag carpeting, clean as a pin,
on well landscaped lot near
Murray State University. Only
822,000.
Two nice residential lots, one
130 x 191, $2,800. One 115 x 135,
$2,600.
Telephone Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 105 North 12th Street,
753-8000.
THREE ACRES located just
500' north of Chandler Park at
Hamlin, Ky. Property joins
TVA lake front. Good building
sites. Nicely wooded. Electric
and phone at property. Low
price. John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main Street,
Murray, Ky. 1502) 753-0101 or
753-7531.
INCOME PROPERTY - good
location and good investment
property offering two fur-
nished apartments, in good
condition and priced right at
$22,500. Contact Moffitt
Realty, 304 Main, 753-3597 for
information.
ME QUALIFIED personnel at
Guy Spann Realty are waiting
to talk to.you regarding 'your
Real Estati needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call or




*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SAit
MIADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
Joe Todd Motor Sales
507 South 12th
Clean Used Cars and Trucks




have moved to building 104 N. 4th
St., Suite C, across from Ledger &
Times















































































43. Real Estate 44. Lots For Sale 44, Lots For Sale
WANT TO BUY—Farm in
Calloway County. Cattle or
row crop. 753-2211. Tripp
Williams Real Estate,
LOT — KENTUCKY Lake, nine
miles out. Ready fo
set-up. $1,875. Call 75
r trailer 60 i 100 Kentucky Lake lot,
3.4481, ready for set up of trailer, nine
Machinery Auction
Thursday, February 27th - At 10:30 A. M.
At my office on Lake Shore drive in New Kuttawa,
Kentucky. A Consignment Sale sponsored by the First
Bank K Trust Co. of Princeton, Ky.
1 BULL DOZER:
1)6C Caterpiller 1967 model straight blade, tilt cylinder, R. 0.
,U. C. good condition
2 TRUCKS
1. 1974 GMC 2 Ton, grain bed, cattle racks, and hoist, "like
new". 1, 1963 Int. 190 Truck Tractor "good condition. "
ITRAILERS:
1, 19 Ton Single Axle, mid west low boy. 1, 4 wheel Heavy
Duty Equipment Trailer.
13 TRACTORS:
1, J. D. 4430 cab, air, heat, radio, low hours, "like new". 2, J.
D. 4020s low hours, good condition, "comfort cab". 1, XT190
Allis Chalmers. 1, D17 Allis Chalmers. 1, 1968 model molin
G900. 1, J. D. 430.1, 1973 model Ford 2000 only 200 hours. 1,851
Ford, 5 speed transmission. 1, 1968 Ford 3000 diesel. 1. Ford
5000 diesel. 1, 1964 Ford 2000, low hours. 1, Super M Farman
with power steering and new tires, in good condition with 2-
4ow John Deere 227 corn picker.
4 END LOADERS:
1, 1968 Massey Ferguson 3165 Industrial with front end loader
and trencher. 1. 1960 Ford 5000 Industrial with front end
loader. 1, 1964 Ford 4000 Industrial, with front end loader and
back hoe. 1, Allis Chalmers; HD 5 Loader with 4 in 1 bucket
on tracks
3 MANURE SPREADERS:
New Idea, New Holland, Massey Ferguson.
4 MOWERS & CUTTERS:
6' Rotary, New Idea 7' cut ditioner, New Holland 451 mower
9' cut, J. d. 6' Flail chopper
3 NARROWS:
14' A. C. with 18" blades, Tufflon 6' P. V., J. D. 13' wheel disk.
5 PLOWS:
Ford 7' chisel plow, 3 gant 12", 3 gang 14", 4 gang 16" high
clearance, 3 gang 14" spring trip.
4 CULTIVATORS:
Ford 2 Row. J4,34w, Birch 4 Row, 1 M&M 4 Row.
 — 2 BALERS:
1, Ford, 1, New Holland 268.
3 PLANTERS:
Allis Chalmers 3 row no till, J. D. 494, 4 row no till "real
good", J. D. 1240 A, 4 row "like new".
2 COMBINES: .
1, Gleaner A with 2 row corn headers 13 platfOnzi, Robot
Header, pick up reel and cab. I, Gleaner s, 10' Head,
automatic Head control and cab.
TOOtS & EQUIPMENT:
1, Gail mix mill, 300 gallon spray rig, 42' Kewance Hay and
grain Elevator "like new". 47' New Idea 6" auger, Riding
Lawn Mower, 13' Reel for Combine, 2 creep feeders, 8 hole
hog feeder, 3 P. H. Concrete Mixer, 400 amp welder, 180 amp
welder, J. D. 13' Reel for grain platform, straw chopper for J.
D. 95 combine, 2 ton air chain Hoist, Rubber tired wagon,
Beaver Power Pipe Threader,
CONTRACTORS TOOLS & EQUIPMENT:
The following items are being sold by a respectable con-
tracting firm.
Ferguson 112 Sheepfoot roller - 1 Big Lincoln Pipe line welder
- Ingersoll Rand air compressor with Walkeshaw gas engine -
1, 5000 gallon, 5 compartment fuel traitor with pump and
motor - 1, 600 gallon fuel tank with pump and motor on a rub-
ber tired wagon. 1, portable 110 volt generator - 1120 gallon
water tank on skis-1, Vibra Max portable tamper-Steam
Jenny, Steam Cleaner -2 Ingersol Rand Electric wrenches,
1" and 1/2" drive - 1 Rome Tandem Bog disk -2 utility truck
tool boxes - 1 set of 3/4" drive tools - 1 set of 1" drive sockets - 2
Homelite saws- 1 Pamline high Pressure washer - 1" drive
Rodac air wrench - help mate charger - Vice -2" water pump
and hose - Topper for pick up - Tore wrenches - Torches and
gauges - Transit and Rod - 2 way radios - grease guns -
Milwaukee Bench grinder - Black & Decker Industrial sander
- 2, 5 ton chain hoist - 11/2 ton chain hoist = atrikek hammer
and bits - air gauges - air hose - air tamp - air compressor -2
adding machines - check protector and other articles.
Inspection Wednesday February 26
Sole By
Thomas White & Sons
Auction 8. Realty
Kuttawa, Ky,Office 385-7251 Night 388-7088
miles out, hold note five years.
Payments $38.50 month. Call
753-4481.
FOR RENT—Private lot on
Roberts Estate, 100 x 200 ft. $30
per month. Hook-up for
trailer: Call 753-9143 after 2
p.m. or 753-4655.
45, Farms For Sale
THREE ACRES, six miles out
94 West with Like new com-
pletely carpeted. Three
bedroom brick home with den,
built-in kitchen with dish-
washer and eating area, large
utility room, dining room, and
very large living room with
fireplace. Central heat and
air. Must see to appreciate.
435-4478 or 753-2504 for ap-
pointment.
6. Homes For Sale
NICE TWO bedroom house at
1416 Vine, ideal for young
couple or elderly couple. 753-
9761.
THREE BEDROOM brick, two
bath, on acre lot, Highway 121.
Priced $23,000. Call 489-239r—
11=11=Zi
2.-2J
IIEITHER STOP RIDING IN THAT SL43 COM-
PACT CARPOOL OR START RI c7I NG -THE t$,'B 
47. Motorcycles
TWO SL 70. One CL 70. 9300
for all. 753-3724 after 5 p. m.
SAVE. OWNER must sell. Will .
deal on new three bedroom,
two baths, den, in Sherwood
Forest. Call Paducah collect,
443-2189 after 5 p. m.
FOR SALE or rent — Three
bedroom brick, kitchen-family
room, raised patio, large lot.
753-7333 before 5 p. m.
BY OWNER — Three bed: xnii,
two bath, 1/2 year old brick.
Owner transferred. $40.500
Please call 753-9901.
HOUSE TO BE sold and moved.
107 North 7th Street. Will take
sealed bids up to February 25,
1975. Contact Earl Furguson,
D & W Auto Supply. 753-4563.
For Sale
By Owner
New house, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, located in city, includes
den, utility room, full garage,
carpeted, central heat S. air, all
built-ins. listing just ran out.
Owner has reduced asking price
to $28,500. Call day-753.
0550, night-753-8261.
SELL OR TRADE—three
bedroom, all modern, brick
home in Hopkinsville for two
bedroom modern in Murray.
Call 886-7551, Hopkinsville.
NEW THREE bedroom brick
home on 10 acres of 121 West
about six miles from Murray,
beamed ceilings, fireplace,
central vacuum, many
tremendous features and only
654,950. Moffitt Realty, 304
Main, 753-3597 or Oatman
Farley evenings 753-9775
THREE BEDROOM brick, two
baths, sun deck, central heat
and air, gas, double garage,
newly redecorated. Located at
1709 Audabon, Keenland
Subdivision. Call for ap-
pointment. 753-1262 or 753-7154.
BRIDGE STONE SST 60 Mini
Bike, $190. 753-3724 after 5 p.
m.
48. Automotive Service
FOUR ET mags, black centers,
fit Chevy. Call 753-7654.
9. Used Cars & Trucks
1967 CAMERO RS 327, positive
traction, brand new Cragers
and tires. Call 753-9465.
1965 CHEVROLET IMPALA
four door. Great tran-
sportation. $250. Phone 753-
0423 evenings.
1967 FORD LTD, four door
hardtop with air-conditioner,
extra nice. $550. 753-6215.
1963 FORD FAIRLANE 500,
four door, good condition. 1971
Volkswagen Super Beetle. Call
753-1497 7 a. m.-2:30 p. m. or
9:30 p. m, -7a. m.
1964 INTERNATIONAL
TRAVEL-ALL, four wheel
drive. Good condition. $400.
Call 753-0703 after 5 p. m.
1968 V-8 STRAIGHT shift Chevy
pickup with air, in good









Dress Shoes & Boots
All 1st quality - 1st come, 1st serve
All [Rather Uppers
leellyeer lett Ceestreetiee

















Visit our Western Department & Our Shoe Repair Department
VERNON'S INC.
Boors 8 Shoes For Every Actrvrty Under The Sim
1-6 Sunday Olympic Plaza Hwy. 641 N
1969 PONTIAC, 1970 Plymouth
Satellite. 1971 Plymouth
Satellite. 753-1414 9 a. m. -5 p.
m.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1972 CHEYANNE Pickup ,




22' AVENGER Travel Trailer,
sleeps seven, bath with
shower, completely self
contained, pressurized water
system. Phone 753-4494 after 5
p. m.
CAMP-A-RAMA Sales, coach-
_ man, Trail Star. Fold down,
unique, Good used trailers, ' 2





Service. Write C. M. Sanders,




Custom Built Furniture, six
miles south of Murray on
Highway 641. Jerry McCoy,
Owner (502) 492-8837.
GUTTERING — SEARS all
aluminum gutters with baked
on white or colored enamel.




any type of home im-
provements. Free estimates.
436-5840.
PAINTING OR paw hanging.
Commercial or residential.
Free estimates. Call 753-7915.
OLD SHOPPE, 1301 Main
Street. We buy, sell, and
restore antiques and-or old
furniture. February special —
tables i stripped only), square
or round table, varnish finish,
$15.00. Paint finish, $20.00. End
tables, varnished, $9.00 Paint
finish, $14.00. Call 753-8240.
JOHN HUTCHENS' Plumbing
and Electric Repair Service.
No jobs too small. 436-5642,
before 8 a.m, or after 5 p.m.
Furches Jewelry







Prompt, efficient service. No
job too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605
CONTACT SCHOLAR Brothers
for all your bulldozing,
backhoe work, or trucking
needs. Phone Aurora, 354-8138
or 354-8161 after 7 p.m.
BUSHHOuGIN(i. PLOWING,
landscaping, gravel hauling.
Myrtle Brenneman. Call 436-
2540
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
shop ( old ice plant). Complete
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish car-
pentry, contracting. Phone
753-4124 or 753-0790 nights.
EXPERIENCED PAINTER
will do interior or exterior
work by the hour or job. 435-
4480.
EXPERIENCED ELEC-
TRICIAN needs work. All
types Airing, also main-
tenance and repair. All work
guaranteed. Call night or day
GET YOUR lawn mowers
repaired now in time for
Spring. Fix mowers, roto-
tillers and small engines. 436-
5525.
SMALL DOZER jobs. Phone
753-7370 after 8 p. ni.
WILL DO general house
cleaning. Call 753-6666.
NEED FIREWOOD or trees
cut? Call 753-6556.
GUTTERING — SEARS all
aluminum seamless gutters
with baked on white or colored
enamel. Call Larry Lyles at
 753-2310 for free estimate.
1973 CHEVROLET
CHEYENNE, 1/2 ton, light
blue, power steering, power
brakes, automatic V-8, heavy
duty. $2750 or best offer. Call
436-2415.
1964 BUICK SPECIAL, good
shape. Must sell. 753-7792 after
4:30.
1970 CAPRICE, low mileage,
one owner, power, air, and
more. $1300. Call 753-9740.
1965 CHEVROLET Malibu,




automatic, V-8. Cheap. Call
753-3172.
1965 PLYMOUTH VAL1ENT.
excellent condition Call 435-
4492.
TWO 11117 Datauns. Four door
$150.for both cars. 489-2595.
1973 CAPRICE CLASSIC, white,
two door, cranberry top and
interior, AM-FM, power
steering and brakes, air. Call
753-5945
WINDOW CLEANING and
carpet cleaning service. 12
years experience. Free
estimates. Call 753-3351.
WILL REPAIR guns, or old
clocks. All work guaranteed.
Call 492-8869.
JOES YOUR house need
repair? Call 436-2516
53. Feed And Seed
HAY FOR sale. Call 436-2434.
54. Free Column
LITTLE CHIHUAHUA, female,




We can professionally steam clean your carpet.
For Information or Free Estimates
Call 753-0359 - 24 hours a day
F.ba 
mmemittsimmiiiiiimmummumniminmmemutniumminsimilumne
Tremendous Carpet Saving Sale t
Thousands of yards 12 & 15 ft Commercial type tweed rubber
ck - '2.96 5;. yd. Many colors to choose from.
=
I 12 ft. Heavy shag jute back only '1.45 se. yd. Many styles &
i colors to choose from






Our best Sculptured shag Jute back Only '5.71 se. yd.
12 ft heavy shag rubber back only '3.95
Shinyal Vinyl cushion floor only '2.61 sg. yd.
Come See led Save
CNN Firs Modred Bolls To Sell.,
5 from III STOCK
Pascbali 8, Sons South Naze, Terns.
I Miles from Murray South on 641 Phone 901-498-9733Liminimmimmormomminmmimmiemumitiminsmn
z
%IA- A- A- A A- A A
1600 SYCAMORE. Colonial style home with 7 bedrooms, cen-
tral heat and air, living-dining combination, family room, all
carpet, lovely kitchen with built-ins, 4 baths, 2 car garage
and double paved drive. Large patios. Fine location. List
price $67,000.
NICE TWO bedroom brick on Henry Streets. Has den, paved
drive, garage on lot 100 x 150 carpet. Excellent condition and
fine buy at 620,000.
NICE TWO bedroom cottage on water at Morgan's Boat
Dock. Has new carpet, new storm window and doors, electric
heat, draperies and completely furnished with new furniture.
You can't beat the price of $10,600.
NEED INCOME PROOERTY. Quality built, 11/2 year old 2
story brick apartment with 4 units near university and shop-
ping. All have central heat and air, carpet, built-ins, utility
rooms with washer-dryer hook-up. All apartments have
frost-free refrigerator freezers. Fully rented. Shown by ap-
pointment only.
JUST NORTH of Kirksey on black top is a nice brick home on
5 acre tract. Has long highway frontage suitable for sub-
dividing. House is modem with central heat and air, 2 baths,
carpet, garage, nice kitchen with new dishwasher, utility
room, good well and priced to sell at $26,500.
NICE:1'W° ACRE building lot on 94 East close to town. Just 3
miles from city limits.
WE HAVE a real nice dress shop with modern fixtures. Very
attractive shop and reasonable rent. Low overhead. Doing
good business. Call for further details.
EXTRA NICE COTTAGE at Panorama Shores. Steel ex-
terior with baked enamel on paved street. Has paved drive
with turn around, 2 car garage, baseboard heat and 28,000
BTU air conditioner (wall mounted). Has 3 bedrooms, bath,
fireplace, paneled, carpeted and includes washer, dryer,
refrigerator, range, garbage disposal, on water system, on 2
levels. Open beamed ceiling in living room. Built in 1970. A
fine place and only $34,000.
PRETTY TEN ACRE tract about 51/2 miles from town on
West Fork Church Road. Has good 3 bedroom aluminum
siding house with new carpet, fireplace, full dry basement
with outside entrance, extra good stock barn, smoke house,
chicken house, all in extra good condition. Beautiful setting
$32,000.
145 ACRE FARM on Faxon Road. 70 acre tendable. Has large
home with walk out basement. Has 6 bedrooms, 2 baths,
some carpet, 2 fireplaces, washer-dryer hook-up. Owner
anxious to move to town. $55,000.00.
WEST ON No. 94 just past city limits. A nice 2 bedroom brick,6 closets, carnet, drapes, fireplace, dishwasher, has garage,on deep lot with 20 good fruit trees, grapes, berries,
strawberries and garden spot, city water and well. Ideal
retirement home -$29,900.
FIVE BEDROOM TRI-LEVEL brick on 21/2 acres. Located
on No. 280 just off No. 121 South. Has central heat and air,
basement, has built-ins, patio, 2 baths. $35,000.
THREE BEDROOM new brick veneer at 507 So. llth St. on
large wooded lot. Paper, drapes and carpet by Interiors by
Edward. Beautifully decorated, has concrete drive, also has
in back yard for garden. $33,000.00),
NICE 2 BEDROOM Brick on Farris Ave. Has huge family
room, wall-to-wall carpet, fireplace, all built-ins in kitchen.Also washer and dryer. On large lot. Shown by appointment.
ON FAXON ROAD zo acres, brick and frame home with 2 car
garage, family room, fireplace, drapes, good well. $31,800.00.
45 ACRE FARM south of Coldwater. 3 bedroom frame home.
remodeled and in excellent condition. Has baseboard heat,
good well and priced at 935,000.00.
1202 MELROSE, really nice 3 bedroom brick with all built-
ins. Central heat and air, carpet, draperies. Attached
garage. A real sharp place. 528.500.
IN EAST Y MANOR lovely new and modern 3 bedroom
home. Has all built-ins, compactor, refrigerator, drapes, car-
pet, 2 car garage, thermopane windows and on ap-
proximately one acre lot. You must see this unique home.
CATALINA COURT. Immaculate 3 bedroom brick with car-
port, range, refrigerator, wall to wall carpet, baseLoard
heat. Sharp -$25,000.
AT 101 S. 8th Street, Spacious older home in Murray. Has 5
bedrooms, central heat and air, formal dining room, dish-
washer, drapes, fireplace, basement. In excellent condition
and with plenty of elbow room. Call for more information.
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY on 94 East near the lake. 5 and
four-tenths acres lot. Large 4 bedroom frame home. Electric
heat, store building and several other buildings. Good poten-
tial for a business venture. Call us to see.
PRICE GREATLY REDUCED. 52 Acres in northeast part of
county. Cattle or farm land. 3 Bedroom frame house, 3 good
outbuildings. Reduced to $16,000.
NICE TWO BEDROOM and family room aluminum siding
home at 515 S. 7th Street. Gas floor furnace, carpet. A real
good house, well located for a bargain. $17,500.00.
LOVELY TWO BEDROOM cypress home on large water-
front lake lot. Thermopane windows, central heat and air,
lovely kitchen with built-in range and side by side
refrigerator-freezer. Washer and dryer and completely fur-
nished. Large fireplace and large screened porch. 633,000.00.
BAG WELL MANOR corner of Broad and Goodman; we have
a new three bedroom brick veneer, central heat and air, wall-
to-wall carpet, kitchen and den combination, living room,
two baths, double garage, concrete drive. $34,000.00).
GOOD TWO BEDROOKhouse on large business lot just past
5 Points 915 Coldwater Rd.
TWENTY FIVE ACRE FARM on Beach Grove Church Rd.
12 Miles west of Murray, has real nice two bedroom frame
house five years old and twenty acres of Lendable land.
(625,000.00).
NEAR ALMO ON 242 acres, new two bedroom home, electric
heat, well. A real good buy at $15,900.
1104 MULBERRY is a nice 2 bedroom stucco at a modest
price. Gas heat. New carpet and completely painted inside.
912,500.
LET US HELP you with financing your home. There is
money available.
WE NEED NEW LISTINGS
Guy Spann Realty
901 Sycamore Mom 70-7724
HOME 'MONIS
Guy Spann 753-2587 Prentice Dunn - 753-5725
Louise Baker - 753-2409 Jack Persall - 753-8961
Loa! D. Cole - 753-9723
VI -A - -A — 41‘.





The funeral for Shelton
Caned). of 1104 Olive Street,
Murray, is being held today at
two p. m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
,...$.!e.friome with Bro. Connie Wyatt
ficiating and Bro. A. T. Moore
as the leader for the singers.
Henry Hargis, John Dale,
John L. Hicks, James West,
Leroy Lyles, and Ralph Wilson,
all Church of Christ ministers,
are serving as pallbearers.
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Mr. Canady died at age 79 at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital on Wednesday at 3:30
p. m. He was a retired farmer,
veteran of World War I, a
Kentucky Colonel, and a
member and elder of the
Pleasant Valley Church of
Christ.
He and 'ha vat, the former 
Ruthie Garrison, who survives.
had been married for 55 years.
Born September 12, 1895, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Bob and Clara
Jackson Canady.
Survivors are his wife: one
son, Mason Canady, Murray
Route Five; three grand-
children, Mrs. Jimmy Knight
and Mrs. Brooks Darnell of
Murray and Jackie Canady of
Mayfield; three sisters, Mrs.
Charlie (Vera I Sparks of
Murray, Mrs. Mary Hutchens of
Metrppolis, Ill., Mrs. Noel
(Robbie I Parrish of New
Concord, and Mrs. Josie Mc-
Cormick of Detroit, Mich.; two
brothers, Johnson of Murray






Funeral services for Mrs.
Oscar L. Salyer were held this
morning at ten o'clock at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Dr. H. C.
Chiles and Rev. Richard E.
Walker officiating.
Serving as pallbearers were
Rob Walston, Johnny Anderson,
Burr Waldrop, Houston Miller,
Bobby McDowell, and Larry
Allen. Burial was in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Mrs. Salyer, age 75, died
Tuesday at 5:35 p.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. She
was the former Lovella Hick,
daughter of the late John Henry
Hick and Emma Mays Hick of
Stewart County, Tenn. She was
a member of the First Baptist
Church.
The Murray woman is sur-
vived by her husband, Oscar L.
Salyer, and one sister, Mrs.-0.--
0. Flora, both of Murray.
James Earl Hinson of Route
One, Buchanan, Tenn., died
Wednesday at 10:45 p. m. at the
Henry County General Hospital,
Paris, Term. He was 82 years of
age.
Mr. Hinson was a retired
farmer and a member and
deacon of the Puryear
Primitive Baptist Church. Born
October 16, 1892, in Tennessee,
he was the son of the late John
W. Hinson and Anna Brown
Hinson_ On January 30. 1915.
he married the former Bonnie
Elizabeth Lane, who died April
20, 1963.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Mabel Kiinbel of Paris,
Tenn., and Mrs. Sophia Church
of Mt. Pleasant, Tenn.; one son,
Howard Hinson of Buchanan,
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Pearl
Hunt of Linden, Tenn.; one
brother, Carl Hinson of Nash-
ville, Tenn.; eight grand-
children; nine great grand-
children.
The funeral services are
being held today at one p. m. at
the LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tenn. Burial
will be in the Hillcrest
Cemetery.
Tenn., with Rev. James T.
Garland, pastor of the Hazel




Rudolph Key, T. C. Paschall,
Karl Barrett, and Tom
Paschall. Burial was in the
Young Cemetery at Lynn
Grove.
Miss Doran, age 95, died
Wednesday at 3:30 p, m. at the
Henry County Nursing Home.
She is survived by two sisters,
Mrs. Connie Paschall of Hazel
and Mrs. Rauda Wilson of Hazel
Route One. Barshall Doran of






Final rites for Miss Nellie
Magdaline Doran of Puryear.
Tenn. were held this morning
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, And Mardian Sentenced By Sirica10:30 at LeDon Chapel,
Hopkinsville mayor George Atkins (right) and members of the Interim Committee on Cities
_discuss details of the legislative group's upcoming visit to Western Kentucky Feb. 21 and 22.
Traveling by bus, the legislators will stop at Russellville, Hopkinsville, Cadiz, Murray, Paducah,
Mayfield and Benton. This will be the seventh in a series of fact-finding tours the committee is
taking throughout the state. Pictured from left, State Sen. Nelson Allen (D.) of Russell, State Rep.
and Cities Committee chairman William Kenton (D.) of Lexington, and State Reps. Bob Benson,
Thomas). Burch and Jerry kleier, all of Louisville.
Consumer Prices Rise
.6 Per Cent In January
WASHINGTON (AP) — De-
the recent declines at the
wholesale level, consumer
prices continued to increase in
January, rising six-tenths of
one per cent during the month,
the government reported today.
The January increase was led
by a jump in food prices, espe-
cially for cereals and bakery
products and fruits and vege-
tables. Over-all, food prices
The Sunday morning worship
service at the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church
will be held at 11:00 a. m. on
February 23 with the pastor,
Rev. A. H. McLeod, Jr., as the
speaker.
His subject will be "Faith—
Past, Present and Future,''
with the scripture from II
Corinthians 1:1-10 to be read by
Leon Phillips who will assist
with the worship service.
The Choir, under the direction
of Mrs. L. D. Cook, Jr., will sing
"Looking Up To the Cross." The
organist is Mrs. Otto Erwin and
the pianist is Tommy Gaines.
Rehearsal for the choir will be
at five p.m. Sunday at the same
time the Junior UMYF will be
meeting. The Senior UMYF and
the evening worship will be at
SLX p. M.




Three men closest to Richard
M. Nixon when he was presi-
dent were sentenced today to
serve at least 2,1 years in prison
for covering up the Watergate
scandal.
U.S. District Judge John J.
Sirica pronounced the sentences
of 242 to 8 years on John N.
Mitchell, H. R. Haldeman and
John D. Ehrlichman, ignoring a
plea by Ehrlichman's lawyer




FRANKFORT, Ky AP —
The city of Benton and Mar-
shall County lost a round in the
Court of Appeals today in their
efforts to get toll-free telephone
service for certain commu-
nities.
The high court affirmed a
Franklin Circuit Court decision
which relieved South Central
Bell Telephone Co. from having
to carry out a Public Service
Commission order.
The PSC had told South Cen-
tral to provide "extended area
service" between Benton and
Sharpe, Benton and Synisoma
and Benton and Aurora without
a rate increase.
South Central Bell said the
proposed service would cost
more than $250,000 and would
have to be borne by Bell pa-
trons throughout the Kentucky
system.
The nigh court said telephone
service seems efficient to the
areas and the only complaint is
that residents pay tolls.
EUREKA 
Bobby Rich In
UPRIGHT WITH Revival Here













NORMAL LOW HIGH SHAG
DIAL A NAP adjusts power
suction to clean all carpet naps.
5995
Triple Care Cleaning Power
with Power Driven "Disturbu-




"We Service What We Sell"
Murray, Ky. Phone 753-4871
Evangelt Bobby Rich, song-
writer and recording artist, will
hold a four-nights revival at the
First Assembly of God, 16th and
Glendale, beginning Wednesday
night, February 26 through
Saturday night, March 1.
Services will begin each night at
seven p. m.
Brother Rich has been a full-
time evangelist for 12's years.
He has traveled all over the
United States, Foram_ Asia,
Africa and some of the South
Sea Islands,.. preaching and
singing the gospel, said Pastor
Jerry Hendley who invites the
public to attend these special
services.
New Mexico Indians instead of
going to prison.
A fourth defendant, Robert C.
Mardian, was sentenced to 10
months to three years.
All four men have said they
Bolls Named To
Chairman's Council
Jerry Bolls of Murray has
been named a member of the
chairman's council of Mutual of
Omaha and United of Omaha
for 1974.
Members will be 'honored this
spring at a meeting in San
Francisco commemorating the
sixth anniversary of the
chairman's council, the most
exclusive companies' honor
club for sales representatives.
Bolls is associated with the R.
B. Condon Agency, general
agent for Mutual of Omaha and
United of Omaha in Kentucky.
Heart Fund.
4C4matlwael Iron Page 1)
— Mrs. Charles Adenry, Mrs.
Ernest White, Mrs. James
Outland, and ACT-Teens from
Elm Grove Baptist Church;
Fairview Subdivision — Mrs.
James Wilson; Lynn Grove -.Mrs. Hilton Williams; Lynn
Grove Highway — Mrs. Bill
Dodson; Tobacco Road — Mrs.
Gerald Coles; Hazel Highway —
Mrs. Dale McBee and Mrs.
Harley Roberson; Green Plains
— Mrs. Paul Blalock;
Meadowgreen Acres — Mrs.
Jack Rose and Mrs. Bobby
Marshall; Panorama Shores —
Mrs. Hardy Outland; Pot-
tertown Road — Mrs. Mickey
Cherry, Ricky Cherry, Mrs.
Henry James, Ricky Mc-
Cuiston, Mrs. Jackie Byerly,
Janet Byerly, and Rita Hen-
dricks;
South Pleasant Grove — Mrs.
Steve Knott; Gatesboro — Mrs.
Kenneth Summers; Sherwood-
Kingswood-Carnelot — Mrs. Joe
Pat McCallon and Twila Ed-
wards; Canterbury — Mrs. R.
B. Barton and Mrs. Leo Blair;
Hazel — Mrs. Burton Holsapple,
Mrs. Billy Mason, Mrs. Hubert
Barrow, Mrs. Verlyn Malcolm,
Mrs. James Ray, Mrs. A. F.
Myers, Sandra Thompson, Mrs.
Bill Harrell, Mrs. Charles
Wilson, Mrs. James Edwards,
Mrs. Henry Hutson, and Mrs.
Ed Miller.
Additional volunteers in-
clude: Mrs. Bill McLemore,
Mrs. Dale Phillip:S. (line
Parker, Mrs. Jerry Bolls, teen-
agers from 7th and Poplar
Church of Christ, and 0 B.
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would appeal and they werA
allowed to remain free without
bond.
Mitchell, Haldeman and Eh-
rlichman had been convicted of
conspiring to obstruct justice,
obstructing justice and multiple
counts of lying under oath.
Their sentencing marks the
beginning of an appeals process
that might take two years or
more to complete. All were ex-




Federal State Market News
Service February 21, 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 8
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 510 Est. 1200
Barrows & Gilts steady Sows
steady
US 1-2 200-230 lbs $39.00-39.50
US 1-3 190-240 lbs. 838.75-39.00
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $38.00-38.75
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. $37.50-38.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 132.50-33.50
US 1-3 300-450 lbs. $32.00-3/50
US 1-3 450-650 lbs. 634.00-35.00
few 35.50
US 2-3 300-500 lbs. 113L50-32.00
Boars 24.00-27.00
Rev. W. Edd Glover
To Speak Sunday
"Small Things" will be the
subject of the sermon by Rev.
W. Edd Glover, minister of the
North Pleasant Grove Cum-
berland Presbyterian Church,
at the eleven a.m, services on
Sunday, February 23, at the
church. His scripture will be
from Zechariah 4:4-10.
Davis Henderson will direct
the song service and Mrs.
Emma Dean Lawson will play
the piano.
Ushers will be Jimmy Cain,
Randy Lawson, Jackie Mar-
shall, and Ricky Garland.





were up eight-tenths of one per
cent from-5ecemEier.
Administration economists
had been hoping the Labor De-
partment's Consumer Price In-
dex for January would reflect
the decline in wholesale prices
during the last two months, es-
pecially for food prices.
But the over-all increase in
January consumer prices was
only one-tenth of one per cent
less than the December in-
crease, indicating there has
been only moderate relief for
consumers from the nation's
rampant rates of inflation.
Two persons were reported
injured in separate accidents
shortly after five p.m. Thur-
sday, according to Murray
Police.
Sylvia M. Fowler, of Paris,
was dismissed from the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital today after being held
for observation. She was
reported injured in a one-car
accident on 16th Street, ac-
cording to police.
A collision involving cars
driven by Max Bailey, 1702
College Farm, and Inez W.
Butterworth, Route One, in-
jured one person, according to
police.
Mrs. Butterworth was seen at
the emergency room of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, but was not seriously
injured in the accident. Police
said the Bailey car was going
south on 16th Street and the
Butterworth car was going west






Church services will be at 10:00
a.m. on Sunday February 23.
Rev. John Churchwell,
pastor, will speak on the sub-
ject, "The Church and Its
Ministry". The scripture will be
taken from Ephesians 6:12-17.
Other leaders in the worship
service will be Wendell Nor-
wood, Samuel Nanny, Wayne
Lovett, Danny Lovett, and Mrs.
James Harrison at the piano.
The Dexter-Hardin worship
service will be at 11:00 a.m. The
pastor will use the topic "When
Jesus Prayed for us" with
scripture lesson from John 17.
Other leaders participating in
the morning worship will be
Donald Cleaver, director of
music, Mrs. Mary Ann Irvan,
organist, 'and Mrs. Dorthy
Warren at the piano.
Responsive reading will be by
lay leader Ben Haley. The
morning prayer will be by
Chairman of worship Ray
Denny, and Offertory prayer by
I. W. Barnett, financial
secretary'. Mrs. Nell Gore will
have the benediction.
Dexter-Hardin will have the
Lord's Supper in the evening
service from 5:30 to 7:00 p.m.
Families may come anytime
during the evening service and
be served. Everyone will be
asked to join a sharing group
after receiving the Sacrements,
said Rev. Churchwell.
Palestine United will have
Church school at 10:00 a.m. on
Sunday.
Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to us
for income tax help.
Reason 1. We are income tax
specialists. We ask the right
questions. We dig for every honest
deduction. We want to leave no
stone unturned to make sure you
pay the smallest legitimate tax.
1XlsGIBLCOCIIIC
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 Arcadia St.
Up.. - 4 pa., 14 Sat.. hem lea 1111114
UTIMITIMIT 111110Mill
Over-all, consumer prices in
January were 11.7 per cent
higher than a year earlier.
This January's increase, how-
ever, still was the lowest since
last April, when the increase
was five-tenths of one per cent.
The Consumer Price Index in
January stood at 156,1 per cent
of the 1967 average of 100 per
cent, meaning it cost $156.10 to
buy a statistical sample of
goods that cost $100 in 1967.
The figures were adjusted for
seasonal variations, meaning




A general tobacco interest
meeting will be held at the
Calloway County Extension
Office, 209 Maple Street,
Murray, on Tuesday, February
25, at one p.m. instead of the
date of February 20, as an-
nounced previously, according
to Ted Howard, County Ex-
tension Agent for Agriculture.
George Everett will be
present to discuss the tobacco
program with all interested
persons. Holmes Ellis, general
manager of the Western Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers
Association, will discuss the




A grain producers meeting
will be held at 7 p. m., Tuesday,
Feb. 25, at the A. Carmen
Livestock Pavilion on College
Farm Road according to Ted
Howard, county extension
agent.
Howard said all local grain
producers are urged to attend
the meeting which will be
concerned with herbicides,
soils, fertilizers and varieties.
"We will specifically discuss
the control of wild onions and
wild garlic in wheat," Howard
said,
Dr. William Witt, herbicide
specialist at the University of
Kentucky, will be the speaker at
the meeting.
Baling Twine
Now In Stock at
McKee! Equipment
503 Hearer none 753 3062
"Pi STOCK MARKET*
Prices of stock of local in-
terest at noon, EDT, today,
furnished to the Ledger & Times
by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
Ponderosa Systems Pt As
Kimberly Clark 26 +44
Union Carbide 491/4 +1/4
W. R. Grace 231/4 +1/4
Texaco 2654 +'s
General Elec. 441/2 +7*
GAF Corp. 10 unc
Campbell Soup 303,4 +Li
Georgia Pacific 3744 +18
Jim Walters 281/4 '
Kirsch 151/4 +1/4
Holiday Inn 81/4 unc
Disney 41 +1/4
Franklin Mint 173.. unc
Prices of stocks of local in-
terest at noon today furnished to
the Ledger .& Times by I. M.


































The meeting to be held here
tonight between local officials
and the Kentucky General
Assembly's interim committee
on cities will be televised live by
MSU-TV. The meeting is
scheduled to begin at 8 p. m. and




















1973 Pontiac Grand Prix, full power and factory air, 26,000
actual miles, local car, slick as a hounds tooth.
1973 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, full power and factory air,
stereo, one owner, local car, 17,000 miles, Clean as
new.
1973 Oldsmobile 98 Luxury Sedan, full power and air, one
owner, local car, sharp.
1973 Oldsmobile Delta 88, 4 door Sedan, double power and
air, sharp
1971 Oldsmobile Tornado, full power and air, stereo tape.
player, one owner, local car „School Teacher's Special._
1975 Oldsmobile Regency Sedan, company owned
demonstrator, 4.100 miles, full new car warranty,
greatly reduced.
1975 Pontiac Bonneville, 4 door hard top, company owned
demonstrator. 800 actual miles, Greatly reduced.
1970 Ford Country Squire Station Wagon, 10 passenger,
power and air, local car, sharp.
1971 Chevrolet loick-TJp Truck Fleetside, V-8 straight shift,
nice.
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